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**Title word cross-reference**

(12, 8) [BBT94, Joh93, SW90]. (16, 8) [GB93, KGB95]. (2^n + 1) [Ma98].  
(2 log N − 1) [HSY97]. (d ≤ t) [SAR91].  
(m, k) [HR95b, HR97]. (x/d) [ALB98]. {0, 1} [SV94]. 1 [LT90, PEH90, PV94a, THL92, VRK93a, VCB96, WL94]. 16 [CR90a]. 2 [ABZ96, CZSM99, CSA94, KR93, LM92c, MC93, MC95, SB90, SLH97, SPM97, Tse97, TNC95, VCB96]. 2^N − 1 [SR92]. 3 [COK95, LT90, PEH90, PV94a, VRK93a, WL94]. 4 [ABZ96, EL90b, EL90d, MC92, Tak92a]. 2 [ABK90, IO98]. DDQ [ZWL98]. K [MLK98].  
m [YL98]. A + B = K [CL92b, Par94]. b [XSFR96]. cos^{-1} [MM93]. d [Nik91, NK92, SAR91]. d > k > t [NK92]. d > t [Nik91]. GD(2^n) [Ara93]. GF(2^m) [PFR98]. GF(2^n) [BCH93b, Dro98, FBT96, GW98, HB92, HWB92, Has97, Has98, WP90, WL93, Wan94a, Wei94, WH97a]. GF(q) [CM96a]. I [CC96a]. I^2L [DS94]. K [GP97, She95b, BG90, BBKA95, CSF90, CLC92, CRS98, Dal90, Dal91, DH90, FBM93, FR97b, GF295, GS93, HSL96, JHK97, KFYA93, LH91, NK92, OK99, RHT95, YC94]. log N [YA90]. m [AM91, CW99a, DSPN95, SB92b, WG98b]. m_j [WS95]. N [CA91b, ENS91, THL92, BG90, BBKA95, CZSM99, CSF90, CW99a, Dal90, Dal91, GF295, Lat93, Lin93b, LH91, OK99, PR99, RBG98, WG98b]. O(\log N) [DFM95]. O(n) [HTYP97]. O(n^2) [RS94]. O(N \cdot \log N) [Szy97]. O(N \log N) [She95a]. P [YM92]. p^t [HTCT91]. sin^{-1} [MM93]. t [LB90, Nik91, NK92, SAR91, XH95, YL98]. T.H = O(2^n/2) [Fer91]. t/s [LB90]. Z
[Cor96]. $Z_2(m)$ [FRK94].

- [ABZ96, PV94a, VCB96]. -ary
- [BBKA95, Da90, Da91, GY95a, GS93, LH91, OK99, SB92b, WG98b]. -Bit
- [XSFR96]. -by- [CZSM99]. -color [CRS98].
- [ABZ96, PV94a, VCB96]. -ary
- [BBKA95, Dal90, Dal91, GY95a, GS93, LH91, OK99, SB92b, WG98b]. -Bit
- [XSFR96]. -by- [CZSM99]. -color [CRS98].

13th [Ano98b]. 17th [Tri98].

2-bit [Nai95]. 2-level [vdBT93].

32-bit [MFH91].

754 [ABCW92].

802.6 [DL97]. $86^{TM}$ [MLK98].

90/150 [NC96].

ABFT [NAB96]. Absolute [HM91].
Abstract [Wel94]. Abstraction [MAH98].
Abstractions [Oik92]. Accelerated

[ABK90]. -matrices [SV94]. -nearest

-shuffle-exchange [HTCT91]. -sorter [BG90]. -spare-approach [VRK93a].
-stage [HSY97, YA90]. -track- [VRK93a].
-trees [FBM93]. -UEC [SAR91]. -UED [SAR91]. -unidirectional [NK92, SAR91].

2-bit [Nai95]. 2-level [vdBT93].

32-bit [MFH91].

754 [ABCW92].

802.6 [DL97]. $86^{TM}$ [MLK98].

90/150 [NC96].

ABFT [NAB96]. Absolute [HM91].
Abstract [Wel94]. Abstraction [MAH98].
Abstractions [Oik92]. Accelerated

[Kan93a]. accelerator [WSEZ90].
accelerators [SJ95]. acceptable [SC90b].
access [ACZD94, CF94, COK95, Dow92, HL91b, HC93, KMD97, KT91a, LS91b, MM91a, MM96, Maz93, SMY91, TPDB98, VLP95, WK97]. accesses [Har92, RH93].
accessing [AMS96]. accumulation [DM97a, Has97]. Accumulator [RT93a].
Accumulator-based [RT93a]. Accuracy [AB98, DM94, KC93b, CK99, Egg91, KE97].
Accurate [KTM+94, Lew94, WF92].
achievable [PM98]. achieve [LF96].
Achieving [TYJ99, KWF95, RYT95, Wu95].
aknowledgment [Bal98]. Active [TRS+99]. acyclic [BHS92, CL90].
adaptable [FN95]. Adaptation [CV92].
Adaptive [BK90, CS90b, CK90b, FBL96, LYS95, SS96, BFS97, DN98, HB95, KM97b, LK95, LH91, OK99, UVM97, ZC98]. Add
[JP98, HNR90]. Addendum [DBAP94].
Adder [Lo98, CK94, GM98a, Kan93c, Lo97b, LS92, MJ92, TH99, WT90]. adders [CS90a, CSTO92, DP96, DO96, Kan93a, Kan93b, PLM91, Pie94, RB99, Tya93].

addition [ABC92, CM96b, EL90a, Fag92, KOIH92, Lew90, QF92, Tho97, VCB96, Wal97, ZC90]. additions [Jun95, Ung94].
additive [DC93, GRT96]. address
[AC98, CK99, CT91a, Har92, HLP93, Kat97, WSY97, WHL95]. Addressing [CSK90].
adjacency [CT94b]. adjacent
[BBT94, GB93, KGB95, SW90, TB98b].
adjustment [CK99, KM97b]. admissibility
[SX95, She95a]. adopted [Ara93].
advanced [Leu97a]. advances [JBA+97].
affine [SHC96]. aggregation [BT90].
Agrawal [CLL91]. agreement
[AK96, VP95]. aided [BM94]. air
[KBMP99]. algebra
[CFV91, Jun95, TCI98, TLROI93, Ung94].
algebraic [CT94a, LK91b]. Algorithm
[Ano96b, BKM94, BR9+90, CK90b, CV92, DM93, HBB91, Kos91, OY91, RB90].
RCBB96, RCB96, SR96, WJ94, ABLZ97, AVBZ97, AHT92, Ara90, BDK98, BB90, Bar98, BHS92, BB91, BM96, BW95, CCGS98, CRC96, CLC92, CPK90, CB96, Cor96, DM96, DS94, DDGS97, DN98, DA96, EW93, FRK94, FS94a, GDY90, GMP94, GPS93, GRR94, GW98, HTYP97, Han91, HB98, HL90, HS93, HHC96, HTCT91, HABAB95, Hwa97, Kam92, KOIH92, KSL93, KMM91, KK92, KYM97, KM90, KM92b, Kum91, Leu97a, LHL99, LC92, LS94b, MM97a, MSS99, NS96, NAB96, OYR95, OK99, PK93, Pha98b, PLJ94, RS94, RDZ95, Red98, RR93, Saa95, SS90a, SJ90, SS93a, SBP90, SBP91, SXW95, She95a, SC95b, SJP96, SP95, SLS95, SL90b, SW97, Tak92a, TC98, TK97, Tem99, TY92b, VRK93b, VT94].

Algorithm [VJ93, WL90, WZXX93, WeBM97, YL95b, dM90].

Algorithm-based [BRS+90, RB90, RCBB96, RCB96, CRC96, CB96, FRK94, GRR94, NAB96, OYR95, Red98, RR93, TK97, VJ93].

Algorithmic [AEBVZ91, LPP91, JBA+97, LMT95, OVL96].

Algorithms [AC98, CSS90, DL94, Fow93, Has90, Kor94b, Lo94b, OF97b, SL95, THHK92, WG94, AC95, BB92a, BBB+94, BC95, BP95, CRM98, CT98, CG96b, CR98, CCL92, CG94, DB91, Esh91, GGD96, HL92a, HJ92a, HD95, HRR99, JK92, Joh95, KM97a, KMD97, KT99a, KY92, KS93b, LM92b, LS90b, LCT97, LL96b, NO94, NO91, OM91, PFSR99, P93, PSG95, PK91, PB99a, Qui90, RT91b, Rao93b, RF91, RBK90, SM92a, SF91, SF92, SHC96, SA92, SBM+98, SW94b, SA98, TY92a, TB91, TC95, VJ98, WPS97, YLC90, YMG99].

Aliasing [IN96, PNDN99].

alignment [PNDN99].

all-optical [YM92].

All-to-all [PB97a].

Alling [NAH98].

allocated [TF92].

Allocation [HS97, MYD96, AK92, CS90c, CU93a, CT92, DH91, FM91, FB93, HHS97, HKL98, KM97a, KLL97, KF92, SWG92, SM96b, TSS95, TNC95, Vog90].

allocator [CG96a].

allow [CLL90].

Almost [FHA94, Weg94b].

alpha [CRP+96].

alpha-particle-induced [CRP+96].

alphabet [PG92].

Alternative [MB93, Lin91].

alternatives [DP99].

ALU [PV94a, VPB93].

always [BNF91].

ambiguities [YM92].

AMD5 [MLK98].

among [LYW94, RH93].

AMULET1 [WDF+97].

analyses [SIS90].

Analysis [CM96a, CS90a, CL94b, DOR91, DW90, DHL96, GPTT98, HM93, KKKM99, Kip94, LD90, LHS+98, LZM90, MMSS96, MMJ91, NC96, NAH98, Qui90, SM90a, SSS97, SD96, SL90a, Smi95, TI92, UP93, YB91, YL90, ZB98, ABLZ97, BR93, BJ91, BC99, BAA97, BM90, Bok96, Bos90, BD97, BCLA91, CP91, CPRV95, CB95a, CS91, CU93b, CL94a, CSSP90, CW99b, CI92, CS96c, CB96, CMST90, Cor94b, DDS98, DKL90, Da90, DC93, Dav90, DZL93, DB94, DRS91, DM92, GOH92, GS95, GY95b, Gos97, GW91, GL92, HSHG99, HH93, HMC90, HJ92b, HP95, IA91, KPI93, Kan90, KACV94, KC93a, KLV94, KS96a, KS96c, KK93, KM94, LNS94, LY96, Lat93, LP98, LK91a, LKK+94, LG92, LP91, LBF92, Mah94b, MS93, MDyF94, MYD96, MAH98, MTG93, MY94a, NS96, NAB96, NB93, NS90, OH90a].

analysis [PMF96, PSG95, PLM91, QSA91, Rao93b, RW98, RF91, RS95, SF92, SM97, SB97, Seq99, SB94, SIKS95, SG92, SB92b, SRHI98, SY99, VC92, VT94, Wii92a, WSB90, WL92, W95, vdLS93].

Analytic [MY95, MY96, IO99].

Analytical [HC93, HKN99, JCS96, PMHY97, SVSB97, ESS98, JCMS97, MB93, ACH+97a].

analyzer [MB93, PGK90].

analyzers [Hla92, MMJ91].

Analyzing [dG90, PG91].

AND/OR [BOH90].

angle [ABLZ97, HN93, HC96, LL92a].

annealing [ACH+97b].

ANNs [MBR96, MBR95].

anonymous [LW94].

any [She95b].
aperiodic [BS99, SC95b, LS95].
Application [KWF95, Lew94, NC97, PR94a, SF96b, Ara93, Bry91, CK90a, CZSM99, CCC96, CT93a, CW99b, CKY+99, Cor94b, DBD93, DC93, EL90c, ENS91, GYY98, Jha93, KB93, Kle90, MS98b, PR99, RS95, SG90, TY92a, WP90, WG98a].

Applications [DJM99, BR94, BMP+97b, CDFH93, CRS98, DW90, DPO95, FA96, HLH96, JTY+99, Kal95, Kor94a, LM99b, MS98a, MJ91, NKC94, PDBH97, PR95b, RB90, Sch96, Sch98, SSS97, ST95b, TCI98, Vij91, WP996, WHK07, WH97b, XH95].
applied [Hei91]. Applying [ABCW92, SIKS95]. approach [ACH+97b, BB92b, BJK93, BBRL98, CK90a, CPV91, CL90, CT98, CRC96, CF90, CL99a, CFV91, CT91b, FP98, FL93, Fri94, HS98a, HJ92b, KS91, KA94, KB93, KT99a, KF97, KR93, KK91c, Lin90, LMT95, NSUR98, OVL96, RYT95, RBG98, SY91a, SSL96, SWWW94, SB97, SJ91, SD92, SRL90, SK94, SA98, VRK93a, WM96, Wil93, WMD96, vdLS93].
approaches [PHK94]. approximants [GY95b]. approximate [AK96, HP95, SR98, SG92].

Approximating [SS99, KT91a].

Approximation [HV91, SWT93, SF96b, CCGS98, CR98, IT97, KM92b, ZPP91].

Approximations [KZ90, WF92, ZVDF96]. approximators [Kos94]. ARB [FS96].

arbiter [VBH+95]. arbitrarily [RF92].

arbitrary [AMS96, BD96, BNG92, LAA98, RDZ95, TS99a]. arbitration [Kip94, Wil92a].

erchitectural [CWM+95, DP99, IS90]. Architecture [CS96b, DB95, Lee92, ABC92, AN90, BGJ+96, BS90a, BP92b, CRM98, FP98, GB90a, GE92, HLB+97, Har94, IO98, IO91, JIN94, JS92, KT99b, LBV+93, LAY96, LD94, Lew90, LKL98, LS91b, LZ94, Ma98, Mat90, MF92, NO94, Paa96, Pov97, PV94b, RK96, RHS98, SJ90, SR98, SBJ91, SY91b, SB92b, SP95, TRM95, TB99b, THA+99, Tze93, UP93, WW91, WL93, We96].

Architectures [Ara93, AB98, AVBZ97, BOI94, BBBBBM95, CJ90, CJ91, CU93a, CT96b, DAP93, DBAP94, DH90, H93, KKL90, HCC94, MC92, MNL99, NLV91, PFR98, SES+92].

areas [SV95]. Area [BOI94, CK94, SAR90, WT90, KIN+94, PK91+96, SC90c, Tya93, WSY97].

efficient [KIN+94, PK91+96].

Area-time [CK94, WT90, SC90c].

Argument [Sm95, HTHR94]. Arithmetic [ABCW98, GRT96, Hei91, KL97, KC93b, Lew94, Lo94b, PG92, SJ95, Tai92, ABCC90, ABCW92, CR90b, DOP93, Dro98, EL92, Kat96b, KM90, LW91, LO97a, MM97b, Mul94, PFSR99, Par93, PB97b, Pie90, RF99, SCA92, Sr90, VCB96, Vui90, WJ90, An90b].

ARM [WDF+97]. arrangement [DT93].

Array [Kor94b, LTR96, BOI94, BP93a, CPR95, CCB98, CU93b, CUC97, FL98, GW98, IJ92, ID95, JLL94, KR95, Lee92, LL92, LK91b, LC90, LK90, LHL99, LTR93, Meg92, Mie93, OFW92, Pek99, ST95b, St93, SCW91, TK97, Wan94a, ZAR95].

arrays [BB92b, CT94a, CT98, CA91b, CF90, CT91b, FR97a, Fri94, Hug93, JBA90, JK92, KT99a, KR93, KT91c, KL92, LA99, LK93, LR97, LH90, LBF92, LL96b, MRB90, Me92, MY95, NA90, NM94, QM93, RM94, RB90, SS93b, SM96b, SW94a, TB91, TC95, V998, VRK93a, WD92, WC90, ZWL98].

arrival [TH99]. arrivals [HS94d]. arsenide [MHH91].

artificial [RF91].

ary [BBKA95, DAI90, Dal91, GY95a, G93, LH91, OK99, SB92b, WG98b]. ASCA [NO94]. aspects [PS90, TY92b, TC94].

Assertions [BGM+95, Fit97]. Assessing [CDKH93].

assessment [LS98, PS91].

assigning [BLOS95]. Assignment [TS94, AC98, BM91, Bon90, BNG92, BS99, GS97, HL91a, HR95b, HB98, KA94, LL92, Leu97b, NST96]. assignments
[FW93, KWF95, Ros90, SC90b, TK91].
assisted [ACFH95, BB90, RKS90]. assists [SM90b].
Associative
[Mer97, CFV91, CGC95b, HKN99, RS96, SKA92, SST92, WZXX93, Wan96, WHL95].
associativity [BS97]. Asymmetric
[ABB94a, Rag93, Rag96, TB98b].
Asymmetric/unidirectional [ABB94a].
Asymmetric [ACFH95, BB90, RKS90].
Asymmetric/unidirectional [ABB94a].
Asymptotic [KT92]. Asymptotically
[BS97]. Asymptotic
[Fra92, DFM95, JO93]. Asymptotic
[KT92].
Asynchronous
[AVR98, KT91a, MT98, AAL94, AS92a, AK96, BBD97, DB91, FW93, KA94, Kip94, LB99, LKL97, McA92, OYY97, SI94, TLE97, TKS94, VBB+95, VT97, WM92, WDF+97].
asynchronous/internally [VT97].
at-speed [HG96]. ATM [Hon99, RKJZ99].
atomic [DLW91]. ATPG [Da91, WG98a].
attack [Kul98]. attacks [GP96a].
Augmented [LAY96, MB95]. Augmenting
[PNDN99]. Authenticating [Mit92].
authentication [RS98].
Author
[Ano98a, Ano99a, KIN+96]. Automata
[CBGC94, NC97, BMP+97b, BK95, CK90a, CM96a, CZSM99, CCC96, CCBC98, CGC95b, DC93, HMC90, KMM91, NKC94, NC96, NK97, OdSC96, SCC96].
automata-based [HMC90]. Automated
[Cor94a]. Automatic
[BDL+99, IY90, LM99b, MBGT91, OK96, LL91a].
authentication [PR95b]. automaton
[I098, TW95a]. automotive [HLB+97].
automous [LS96b]. Availability
[KFYA93, KBMP99, Ser99, YC94, HY99, RS95]. available [SKK+90]. Avalanche
[HT95]. Average [BHSS97, BS93b, DM97b, Man90, Sas91, WH99]. avoidance
[Bel90, BBB+94].
B [LP98, LY90, PK90]. B-network [LY90].
B-networks [LP98]. B-trees [PK90]. back
[EZ92]. back-recovery [EZ92].
backpropagation [RF91]. backup [HS98a].
Backward [BGM+95, Fit97, HC96, LY90].
Balanced [TB99a, ABB93, AB94b, TB98a, UVM97, WH97b]. balancing
[BK90, BHS92, CL90, Dae91, HS93, KK92, LK98, NO94]. Ballast [GB90b]. Band
[Tat97]. Bandwidth [KH90, Kae92, Soh93].
banks [RR95]. banyan [YA90]. BAR
[HC96]. Base [DJM99, WSB90]. Based
[CBGC94, KZ90, WG94, ASS94, AV98, AVBZ97, AS92b, Bae97, BB90, BRS+90, BDL+99, Ber96, BM97a, BK95, C90, CC92, CA91b, CRC96, CCBC98, CU93a, CU93b, CU94, CB95c, CL99a, CAK90, CY91, CGC95a, CB96, DKL90, DL97, DTB96, DA96, FM95, FRK94, GPT98, Gs97, GRR94, HM95, HMCM91, HRT+95, HS94b, HMC90, HK97, Hon99, JW91, Jun95, K97, KT96, KKKM99, KKA95, K93, K991c, LS96b, LCF95, LL91b, LS94a, L95, LO97a, LKL97, LZ94, LM99b, MY96, Mer97, MDyF94, MY96, MT93, NAB96, OYR95, ORPP93, Paa96, PG95, Pek99, PG97, PW95, Pin99, PR97a, PR98, PR99, RT93a, RCS92, Rao93a, RKL93, RFS92, RB90, Red98, RR93, RCB96, RCB96, SCC96, SL95, SC95b, SE98, SP96, SR91, SR96, ST96, TK97, TB99b, TS99b].
based [TLROL93, THZ+99, Tse97, TY99, Ung94, VJ93, Vog90, WJ94, WS95, Wan96, WY95, WH97b, WG98b, YLC90]. baseline
[LFH92, NL90]. BASEMENT [HLB+97].
bases [PB97b, WHB98]. basic [SV95].
Basis [Kun92, FB9+96, Has98, KS98, Lu97].
batch [YL95a]. BDDs [JBA+97]. be
[GM94, Kop95]. behavior [BJ91, BP96, GK92, HKN99, KKKM99, SV95].
behavioral [Cor94a]. Being [OI90b].
benchmark [Ber92, SS95]. benchmarking
[IO99]. bends [LY94]. benefits [DP99].
Benes [RB91, Sch92]. Benes-like [Sch92].
Berger [LIT96, LIT93, RFK93].
Berlekamp [Zar95]. better [Kop95].
between [CL92a, CL99b, FC97, HJ95, OFW92, OZL96, SL97, YA90]. Bhuyan
[CLL91]. Bi [Me92]. Bi-level [Me92].
biased [SS91a]. biased-random [SS91a].
bidirectional [Mit92, Wan96]. Binary
[KTM+94, Kos91, Lo98, Ara92, BDN96, 
BAA95, Cha93, CU93a, DE92, FC97, FS90, 
GH91, HM95, JM96, JH95, Kip94, KM90, 
KB95, LV99, LPV96, LAY96, Lin93b, Lo97b, 
OCSVV98, PK93, Pou97, Pur91, RB99, 
SG90, SY91b, Tho97, Weg94a].

binary-reflected [JH95]. Binary- 
tree [CU93a]. binomial
[KKS93]. Bipartite
[SS99, KWF95]. birthday
[YF92a].

bisection [Saa95]. bisectional
[Ho92]. BIST
[CG96b, ITZ96, Nic96, PG91, RT99, 
Sav98b, WI95, ZI92]. Bit
[HB92, IV94, 
SKA92, Wan94a, XSFR96, Coh93, KH93, 
KS98, KM90, Man90, MFH91, Nai95, 
PHK94, Sy97, Vai95, WH98, WHB89].

bit-complexity [Szy97]. Bit-level
[Wan94a]. Bit-parallel
[SKA92, KS98, WH98, WHB98].

bit-pipelined [KM90]. Bit-serial
[HB92, IV94]. bit/byte
[Vai95]. bitonic
[LC98a]. BKM [BK94]. block
[CSTO92, DW91, Mon91, WdB92].

blocking [DR96]. board
[CCBC98]. boards
[KC93a]. Boltzmann [ZPP91].

Boolean [BC99, BBF91, BJK93, Bry91, 
DGY92a, DLN95, FC97, Fal99, GM94, 
JBA+97, LL92b, LP99, LM92c, Sch96, 
Sch98, TMS97, WM96, WM98, Weg94b].

Borden [HPN95, Pie96]. Borel
[TA95].

Borrow [Sto93]. both
[SC95b]. Bottleneck
[SW92]. bound
[AM93, BOH90, KS90, 
LH98, PRS94, Qui90, WNS96]. boundary
[NC96, RT97]. Bounded
[PK94, ACH+97b, Ahi93, SISU90].

bounded-degree [Ah93].
bounded-difference [SISU90]. Bounding
[HAM+99, KM92a, LMT95]. Bounds
[Ber93b, NAH98, Sas91, AR94, HM94, 
HBAB95, Krâ89, L97, MB95, RR93, SFM92, 
SM97, Sem95]. BPC [She95b]. Branch
[DF91, PS93, SAMC99, CK99, EAK98, 
FM95, Fag97, GL93, KE97, MBGT91, Nai95, 
Qui90, RW98]. branch-and-bound
[Qui90].

branch-and-combine [EAK98]. branching
[Pha98a, Pha98b, Weg94b]. breakdowns
[RS95]. bridged [DMS94]. bridging
[CT96a, CL98b, KM94, PR98, ZWL98].

Broadcast [CA91a, YM95, BH92, BB99b, 
Fuj99, JL91, MMM96, OYY97, SSA94, 
Tse97, TS97, YLC90, YM91, YY97].

Broadcasting [THY93, BKL93, Bal98, 
CS90, Fra92, GS93, LCT97, PB97a, Wu95].
broadcasts [TS95]. broadcasts/
multicasts [TS95]. Brujin
[DHL96, PMF96, SP91, Ann97, DZH93, 
LS96c, JJ97, RB93, RB97, SR91]. BSP
[GLR+99, SN90]. buffer
[ACFH95, DYL94, DB94, FNS95, Har94, PS93, Vog90, Wei96].
buffer-based [Vog90]. Buffered
[RR95, MY94a]. buffering
[BD97, MF92].
bufferless [BBP*95]. buffers
[AS95, CR93, FM95, Fag97, Kus90, TF92].

Bug [BW96a]. Built
[HRT+95, RFT90, BK95, GPZ99, GP96b, HMC90, IN96].

Built-in [HRT+95, RFT90, BK95, GPZ99, 
GP96b, HMC90, IN96]. bus
[BHR94, CS91, CL99a, CS92a, FY96, HHS97, Ish95, JS92, 
JL96, JW91, Kuh98, KEA96, LD94, Mah94b, 
Ol90a, Wil92b, YB91, vdLS93].
bus-based
[CL99a]. bus-control
[JW91].

bus-encryption
[Kuh98]. bused
[KKL90, KEA95]. busses
[BB95, KH97, Raj96].

butterfly
[GH91, Tsz94]. bypassing
[JCMH99]. Byte
[BAB92, CGC95a, DDV90, 
HF97, SI93, SCC96, XSFR96]. Byzantine
[VP95].

C [LH90]. C-testable
[LIH90]. C2SC
[SSA94]. CA
[CGC95a]. CA-based
[CGC95a]. CAA
[SCC96]. Cache
[GW92, MV99, Tak92b, CL98a, CB99, 
CCCH93, CS99, CHH98, DDS98, DW91, 
Egg91, FL93, HKN99, HAM+99, HSHG99, 
HS99c, IS94, JLC98, JCMH99, KKKM99, 
KRC99, KLH+99, LHS+98, Mah94a, MTP93, 
NB93, NV99, PNDN99, PFP99, PHS99,
PG97, PBND98, PH93, RBS99, SS95, SS93a, SAMC99, SVSB97, STW92, SY99, TSW92, TWS92, TG99, TXD98, TS98, WSY97, WHL93, Yan93, ZC98].
cache-coherent [PBND98]. cache-related [LHS+98].
[KHW94, OMB97, Sez97, SST92, SV97, TRS+99, TLH94, VJ98, WHL95]. caching [SV97, WSY97].
[KB92, SST92, SV97, TRS+99, TLH94, VJ98, WHL95]. caching [SV97, WSY97].
CAECC [CBGC94]. calculating [CY95].
[ABLZ97, LL92a]. calculations [ABK90].
call [DL97]. CAM [IO98].
[CA91b, HD98]. cells [CA90a, LCS93, RT99, SMV91].
Cellular-automata-array-based [CCBC98].
Cellular [CCBC98, CBGC94, HMC90, NC97, NK97, Bmp+97b, BK95, CM96a, Czsm99, CCC96, CGC95b, DC93, GS97, IO98, KC94, NC96, PV90, Scc96, SLN97].
Cellular-automata-array-based [CCBC98]. central [BK90]. centralized [BBB+94]. CEQRNS [ST95b].
Certification [SWM95]. certifier [BSM97].
Chains [PK94, BT90, NGB93, Sem95, Wal98].
Channel [FCL98, CF94, Dow92, GS97, HS98a, MM91a, WL90]. channels [CA91a, LH98]. Chaos [KS94].
[BFS97, PBB97]. characteristic [LKL97]. characteristics [HT95]. characterization [CF95b, Cha93, DAF94, LB90, PG97, Weg94a, XH95]. characterizations [Mul94].
Characterizing [Joh95]. Check [LTR96, GRR94, LTR93].
checked [LS90a, MLK98]. checker [BJ94, CW99a, PEH90, RFKL93, THL92, Tao97, WL94].
checkers [DSPN95, GP96b, HNP95, Jha93, Jw94, LT90, Nik98, Pie90, Pie96]. checking [BB90, BJ94, CW99a, HNP95, Jha93, KPB92, KT99a, KSGT96, LT90, Lo96, RFKL93, SM90b, THL92, UWZ97].
checkpoint [Va97, ZB97]. checkpointing [Gai90, PV94b, Va97, ZB98]. checkpoints [BP92b, Wan97]. Checks [SM90a, CB96, NHA92, SJ93a]. Checksums [SM90a, SM90b]. Chinese [HP95].
Chinese-Remainder-Theorem [HP95].
chip [FTG92, KT99b, LS91b, Maz93, MYK+99, NV99, SL91c, TW95b, WSY97].
chip-multiprocessor [KT99b]. chips [LS92, Sta93]. choice [DBJ98]. Choices [BW95, CS92a]. chordal [HW95]. Cipher [Kuh98, Bmp97a, Lcl95]. circle [Hua92].
Circuit [CVMS99, CCGS98, DOP93, DR96, HTYP97, HRP99, KA94, KSL93, Lim92, Maz93, MY94b, PR94a, PR94b, PR98, Rfm90, SAF90, Wei94]. circuit-switched [DR96].
circuitry [LH96, Tho97]. Circuits [Vui94, AR94, Bar92, BH96, BS92, BOH90, BS90c, Cha96, CT96a, CMS99, CR97, CA90b, Cak90, CL98b, Dam92, Dav90, Dgy92a, Dgy92b, Dro98, Fw93, Fu90, HM93, Hrt+95, Hou99, HG96, KPB92, Kin+94, Km95, Kks93, LL96a, Lio94, LB99, LKL97, Lo96, NSUR98, PK1+96, Pie93, PK91, Pr93a, Pr95c, Pr96b, Pr96a, Pr97a, Pr99, RD96, RT94, Sisu90, SB92a, SB97, SSDK95, Smor98, Tsh94, Tsh95, WM92, Xk92].
circular [Ara92, MS93]. circulating [AD97]. circumvent [MS91]. Class
Class-congruence [TA95].

Classification [DBD94, KT92].

Classifiers [CFV91].

Clocks [Fis90, Chi94, CPK90, CL94b, EAK98, GP96a, KS90, LZM90, OS94, Pal94, RKS90].

Clock-controlled [GP96a].

Clocked [VT97].

Clos [MY94b, YM99, YW99].

Clos-type [YM99].

Closed [BHR94, WH99, BR90, KT92, LP91].

Closed-form [WH99].

Clusters [DYD94, GP97, MDyF94, TNC95].

Cluster-based [MDyF94].

Clustered [AHT92, BP93a, Hog99, MY96].

Clustering [SK96].

CMOS [BSS94, CS90a, CL98b, HM93, KA94, QF92].

co [ABCW98, DMS95, DJ99, RT91a].

co-NP [RT91a], co-processor [DMS95].

Co-synthesis [DJ99].

Co-transformations [ABCW98].

Coda [SKK+90].

Coded [Lo94b].

Codes [AVR98, ABB93, ABB94a, ABB94b, Bos91, BAB92, BB92d, Che92, CT94b, CC96a, DSP95, DDV90, DM97b, FM91, FRK94, FRK98, HF97, HP95, HBA98, Joh93, KB96, Kt96a, KY92, KS93b, KR90b, LY96, Lin93a, MK90, Mon91, NA90, Nik91, NK92, Pie90, Pie96, SI93, SAR91, SW95, TB98a, TB98b, TB99a, THL91, WD92, XSFR96, YL98, ZC90].

coding [BBRL98, BCH95, BJ94].

Coefficient [WMD96].

Coefficients [ORPP93].

COFTA [DJ99].

Cohen [KH93].

Coherence [Egg91].

coherency [Egg91].

coherent [NB93, PN97].

cohorts [JHK97].

coincident [KS96b].

collaborative [SBM98].

collapsing [PV94a, VPB93].

color [CRS98].

colored [CDFH93].

coloring [CRS98, FS94b].

column [WJM95].

Combination [KRC99].

combinational [AR94, BSS94, CT96a, Fuj90, Hei91, HG96, KM95, LT90, PR96b, PR99, RT94].

Combinatorial [Lat93, CB95a, DPO95, TY92b, VT94].

combine [EAK98].

combined [ALB98, HSY97, LM99a].

Combining [CHH98, HLHC91, Tz92].

Comments [MM97a, BMP97a, JCMS97].

Comment [ABC92, BMP97b, CK94, CL94b, Dav90, HNG94, Jun95, Kat94, KB95, KY92, Mah94a, NC97, PMF96, Par94, PK96, PT92, Pha98a, RS94, SB94, SW94b, Weg94a, Wei96, WH94, Wil92a, YC94, JBS90].

commit [ALPS90, EZ92].

commitment [DLW91].

common [DMS95, GM98b].

communicating [CK90a, KS96c].

Communication [CB97, LD90, SS90b, BB95, DW97, DL97, Fuj99, GM91, GM98b, HR95a, HS98a, HHMC91, Ish95, KD94, LH92, LK96, MS99, PBB97, PS91, RSH98, TF92, TS94].

communications [IIK91, LL97, LT93, LLJ97, QM93, YLC90, ZR97].

commutative [RS96].

compacted [LCS93].

compaction [CMH98, HRP99, PW95, RT93a, RP99].

Compactors [ITZ96, Kop95].

Comparative [SC94, SY99].

Comparator [KGT96].

compare [PLJ94].

compare-and-swap [PLJ94].

Comparing [HW97].

Comparison [JP98, NT92, SSA94, Vai96, AVR98, Ber96, BP92a, BB99b, DIP93, KHW94, KK91c, Met91, Pel92, SD92, Wan99].

comparison-based [AVR98, Ber96, KK91c].

Comparisons [FTL93, DYD94, MY95].
Constant-factor [LL92a]. constant-time [TW95c]. constrained [Cha99, HLH96, HHS97, ZSR90].

Constraint [Sut91]. constraints [ASWW92, DTAL93, HS97, Li97, SL95, SS94c, TW95a, WNS96].

Constructing [CL92a, Lin91, Yan90, ZS99, BB92d, LT93,YL98]. Construction [GR99, SW95, HW92, TJ99, Wi93]. constructions [KH96]. constructs [HL97].

consumption [ZR97]. contain [Wan97]. containment [CS99].

Contention [TNC95, AMS96, DE92, DW91, Fri95, JW91]. Contention-based [JW91].

Controllability [Fu90]. controllability/observability [Fu90]. controlled [Ber96, CWM95, GP96a]. controller [KS96a, KS96b, MNL99, TK94].


conversions [Kor94a]. converter [CN99, RM91]. Cooperative [TH91].

coordinated [SC95a]. copies [HW97].

Coping [LRF91]. Coprocessor [KZ90].

CORBA [GS98].

CORDIC [AB96, ABL97, AVB97, DM96, DM93, EL90c, HTHR94, HC94a, HD95, HH91, HN93, HC96, KC93b, LA98, LL92a, LS90b, PGS95, Pha98a, Pha98b, TAY91, THH92, WPS97, MMM93]. CORDIC-based [PGS95]. correct [Lam97]. Correcting [CBGC94, ABB93, ABB94a, BB94, BAB92, Che92, CGC95a, DM96, DM97b, FM91, FRK94, GB93, Joh93, KGB95, KR90b, Lin93a, Maz93, MK90, Nik91, NK92, RCSS94, RNA93, SI93, SARK91, SCC96, SW90, WdB92, XSFR96, YM92].

correcting/ [Nik91]. correcting/detecting [WdB92]. Correction [AS96b, Bou90, LTR96, Lo98, MBR96, NAH98, SP91, SB91, VS93, BL99, DOP93, Kat96b, Kat97, KS93b, KL92, Red98, SL90b, WS95].

correctly [Lam97, LMT98]. correctness [KYM97]. correlated [TH92]. Correlation [GP96a, FM95]. correlation-based [FM95].

Corrigendum [DHL96, TWS93]. Cosine [TAY91, CJ90, Pha98]. Cost [AEB90, CSA94, AZ98, BS90c, CW99a, GC95b, DDS98, GS93, JO93, JS92, LKK+94, PZ99, Pie90, QSA91, SJ95, San93, SB92a, SB97, SIK95, Tze92, WSY97, dM90].

cost-effective [Pie90, Tze92]. cost-effectiveness [JS92, LKK+94].


Counter-based [PW95]. counters [CA90a, CW94, KTM96, STE98, Tok94].

Counting [SM96a]. coupled [SM91].

Coverage [CPA99, MV95, MAH98, PMW92, PMAC95].


Crash [DW97, TS95]. Creating [TC93]. criterion [Sch96]. critical [JHK97, Ung95].

crossbar [GO98, HM95, Wi92b].

crossbar-based [HM95]. crossed [KB95].

Crossing [MNK90]. crosspoint [VC92].

CRT [CN99]. Cryptanalysis [LG97, O95]. Cryptography [NC97, BMP+97b, NC94]. cryptosystem [LG97, TY92a]. CSMA [KM94].

CSMA/CD [KM94]. cube [ASS94, AMB96, BCS94, CA91b, Dal90, Dal91, ENS91, HSL96, Lat93, Lin93b, OM91, She95a, Tze93, WH97b].

cube-based [ASS94, WH97b].

cube-connected [BCS94, OM91, Tze93].
SHHJ93, SB92b, Szy97, TB98a, TC95, WS98, Wil92a, AE94, Ber92, BZ92, BS90c, CCGS98, CS90a, CW99a, Cd93, CCH93, CK94, CG96b, CL99a, CS92a, CGC95b, DOR91, DH92, FL92, GB90b, HK90, Ha92, Hon90, ID95, KS91, KA94, KIN+94, KH97, LY96, LSS91, LHF93, LC90, LK90, LO97a, LH96, LT90, LH90, LS94b, MM95b, MFI91, MC94, MJ92, NK91, NK92, OFW92, PKI+96, PFF99, PS93, PR95b, PZ93, RCSSS94, SJ95, SM97, SB92a, SB97, SJ91, SS91b, SJ93a, TLE97, TB98b, TK96, TS99b, TY92b, VP93, WC96, WP90, WJM95, WT90, WDS+95.

design [WC99, XK92, Yan93, ZV98].

Designing [HLP93, JCSM96, Kan93b, MM91b, CT98, DH90, EAK94, BBT94, BAB92, DDV90, GB93, Joh93, KGB95, KR90b, Lin93a, MK90, NK91, NK92, RCSSS94, SS90a, SI93, SAR91, SW90, XSR96].

Destage [VJ98]. Destination [RFS92].

detailed [LBF92]. detect [PR96b, TMS96].
detectable [Oik92].

detecting [LB99, ABB91a, BB94a, BAB92, BRT94, DBV90, GB93, Jol93, KGB95, KR90b, Lin93a, MK90, NK91, NK92, RCSSS94, SS90a, SI93, SAR91, SW90, XSR96].

detection [JBS90, LFH92, SF96a, AR94, BBRL98, BM90, BS92, CH90, CR97, Dan92, DW90, Fri94, He91, Hug93, Jha93, JW94, KRM95, KL92, LL96a, LH90, MMJ91, OY95, RB90, RCB96, Ser99, SJ93a, TSS95, Web97, WK97]. detections [PR99].

Determinancy [SK92].

Determining [WR95].

Deterministic [BK95, KT96, KMM91, Kus90, Sch96].

development [IIK+91]. device [TPDB98].

developed [GM90a].

DFT [Ara90, SA98].

Diagnosability [KK91a].

Diagnosability [VJ93, Wan94b, Wan99, LB90, NL90, RT91b, RT91a, SP96, SR93]. diagnosable [RS94, SD92, XH95].

Diagnosis [BP93b, KL94, RT99, TS99a, BB92c, BP92a, BSM92a, BSM92b, BB99b, CSF90, CCB98, DTAL93, DF90, DP97, DN98, FBL96, FHA94, KK91a, KK91c, KK91c, KF92, LS93, LYS95, Pe91, Pe92, Pe98, Rag96, RDZ95, Rar93a, Rar93b, SD92, SL95, Som90, SA92, SCW91, VP94, VJ93, Wan99].

diagnostic [KC93a].

diagnostics [Sav98b].

Diagonal [TP94, LS94b, Pea96, Tse97].

diagram [Pur91]. diagrams [BAA95, BHSB97, Cha93, FC97, FS90, LV99, LPV96, OCYSV98, Weg94a, ZV98].

diameter [BS93b, CCD9+92, Efe91, KTS90, Lat93].

dictionary [LP90, PR97a].

dictionary-based [PR97a]. difference [PBB97, SISU90]. different [San93].

Differential [CK90b, DM96, GM98a, O'C95, RCB96].

Digit [Kor94a, Par90, PK94, AW93, CR90a, CT91a, GM98a, MC93, MC94, MC95, Par93, Pou97, WH99]. digit-by-digit [MC94].

Digit-set [Kor94a].

Digital [Ano96b, AB98, BP98, BS92, Bou90, Cd93, CR97, Kip94, MM95b, PK91, PR97a, RD96, SAF90, YL95b, YL95a].

Digraph [DHL96, DZL9H3, FL92, PMF96]. digraphs [Kno96, PS99].

Dijkstra [Bar98].

dilated [Tse97]. diluted-diagonal-based [Tse97].

dilation [MH90]. dimension [SWT93].

dimensional [CM96a, FL98, IO98, IO91, KT99a, Maz93, RBG98, SF96a, ST96, TW95b, UVM97, Ver92, WM91, WGSb].

dimensions [BCH95, RYT95, SBP90, SBP91, YTR94].

dimensions-an [RYT95].

Diogenes [BB92b].

Diophantine [BMP97a, LG97, LCL95]. direct [BB91, GDYS96, SV97].

direct-form [BB91].

direct-mapped [SV97]. directed [BS93b, PB99a].

disagreeing [HW97].

discovered [KOIH92].

Disk [FM91, BBBM95, CPR99, DL90, FR97a, WP90, WJM95, WT90, WDS+95].
Gai90, KT91a, LK93, MY95, Ng91, NM94, TSW92, VJ98. disks [BBRL98].

dispatching [GPS95]. display [MS94].
dissemination [BH94, KT91b].
dissimilarity [OZL96]. dissipation [WG98a].
Distance [HLH96, BHBA91, BBKA95, BS93b, KTS90].
Distance-constrained [HLH96]. distances [LYW94].
distance-constrained [HLH96].
distance-constrained [HLH96].
distance-constrained [HLH96].
distances [LYW94].
distinct [BH94, KT91b].
distinctness [BH94].

distributed [AG94, GDYS96, LW94, LK99, RB97, SS90b, Sav99, SDL95, SL90a, SA92, SW94b, Tri98, WW91, WDS95, YMG99, AV97, ALPS90, AHT92, BBD97, BHS93, BH94, BB92c, BNG92, BES96, CK90a, CB99, CL94a, DJ99, DN98, FP98, GH90, GYY98, Gun97, HL92a, HL92b, HSHG99, H92a, HS94e, HS94d, HS97, IO91, IA91, IJN94, KM97a, KK92, KS96c, KA96, LS93, LYS95, LK98, MvdS90, MS95, OS94, RKS90, RD925, RP98, SKK90, ST95a, SC94, SB94, SW92, SC90b, SES92, SI94, Tze94, TS95, WNPM95, WF90].
distributed-memory [Tze94].
distributed/parallel [LK98]. distributing [CS96c].
distributed [Chi94, DG91, KLL97, KKS93, NM94, YY97].
divide [LZ94].
Dividers [LTR96, LTR93, PV90].
divisible [BHR94].
Division [BW96a, CL94c, ELM94, Has97, Man95, OF97b, OF97a, WF92, ALB98, BW95, CR90a, Dow92, EL90d, FBT96, GW98, HTHR94, HK95, IYT97, LM99a, LC92, Man90, Man93, MPG98, MC92, MC93, MC94, MC95, MLK98, QM93, SF93a, SP95, SPM97, Wa98].
Division-and-accumulation [Has97].
division-free [HTHR94].
division/square [ALB98, LM99a].

division/square-root [ALB98].
divisions [WL93].
DOACROSS [HKL98].
Doing [Pea96].
dot [DM97a].
Double [DJM99, Has98, Pha98b, BBBM95, CC92, CT97a, GB93, HW95, Joh93, KGB95, PT92, XSFR96].
Double-Base [DJM99].

Double-basis [Has98]. double-integer [CC92].
Double-loop [HW95, PT92].

DQDB [MB93].
drawing [PT98].
drawings [SY91a]. Driven [Tan92, GL92, Mah94a, SJ93b, TWS92, TWS93].
dropping [KACV94, PR95a]. DS5002FP [Kuh98].

DSM [DP99]. DSP [CK99, DPO96, ST95b]. DSPs [MYK99].

Dual [JP98, FB96, HHS97, SSS97, WHB98].
dual-bus [HHS97].
dual-link [SSS97].

Dual-Pass [JP98].
Duato [OK99].
duplex [Fuj99, Vai96].
duplication [ZB98].
Duprat [Pha98a].
during [GP96b, Har92, WG98a].

Dynamic [FTY90, HS93, JTY99, MMM96, CST90, CK99, CCC96, DRW92, DW97, FS96, HL97, HR95b, HR97, HL91b, LVB93, Maz93, NR90, RW98, RP99, SSH99, SS93a, WJ994].

Dynamically [TF92, CMS99]. Dynamically-allocated [TF92].

easily [Sas97, WC90, CCC96]. easy [CL99a, CW94]. easy-to-use [CL99a].

EC/AUED [BB92d, KB96, YL98].

EC/d [WH97a].

Edge-disjoint [FA96].

Editors [BC97, GL99b, KP98, MV99].

Effect [HJ92b, MS98b, BP96, CC93, SS95, SK96].

Effective [CB95c, GP99, Pie90, RY95, Tze92, ZI92].

effectiveness [JS92, KA96, LKK94].

effects [KLH99, ATF98, CS92b, EANPH93, KS96b, KHC94].
efficiency [CPV91, DB91, TS94].

Efficient [Ber96, BSM92a, CL96, CT94b, FE97, Fox93, GM94, HP95, HJ92a, HC92, IYT97, LS95, MBR95, MBR96, Met91, Mon91, NAB96, OM95, PFR98, RFB97, RPK90, RP99, SBP90, SZN92, TL96, WHL95, WH97a, ABB93, ABB94b, Ann97, AMB96, Be90,
expansions [KT92, LM92c, Pur91, RF99, VR94].
Expected [Rao93b, CK91, KS90, LMT95].
Expected-value [Rao93b].
experiment [LKK+94].
Experimental
[NP90, CI92, KY90, Pal94].

d [NP90, CI92, KY90, Pal94].

expected-value [Rao93b].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [Rao93b, CK91, KS90, LMT95].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [Rao93b].

Experiment [Yok92].

Expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].

Expected [NP90, CI92, IYI90, Pal94].

expected [LKK+94].
ACC+, BR90, BR93, BR94, Bar92, BP98, BCH95, Cd93, CF90, CS90b, CU94, CUC97, CW99b, CW96, CC97b, CFPK90, CS96c, DG91, DH92, FP98, Fuj99, GB91, JHK97, Kan90, KS93a, KLL97, KH97, LS96a, LH92, LK96, LK99, LBF92, Maz93, NA90, NHA92, PM98, PS90, PLB93, PR93b, PV94b, RNA93, ST95a, SY91b, SJ93a, ST95b, Sta93, SS96, SW97, TT90, TYJ99, TS95, VJ93, WH97b]. faults [AR94, BP94, BAA95, BCS92, CRP+, CH90, CT96a, CB97, CCBC98, CCK96, CL98b, DP97, HD98, HS94a, HG96, JBS90, KS96b, LM92b, LG95, LB99, Lio93, LHF92, Oik92, Pel98, PW95, Pol95, PR93a, PR96b, PR97b, PR98, PH93, SF96a, SW94a, TL96, Ver92, WK97, ZWL98]. faulty [BH94, BNL93, BJ91, BCS94, CA90a, CT97b, Fra92, GDYS96, GMP94, LS90c, MS98a, PB97a, RS96, RB97, RN95, WY95, Wu97, WG98b, YTR94].


Functions [BKM94, Fow93, KZ90, SS94b, SS99, AEBV90, AEBVZ91, BC99, Bry91, BS90c, BHSB97, DMS95, DGY92a, Dre99, DLN95, FC97, FaI99, HTHR94, HNY93, IM91, JBA+97, Kan96, KEA96, Knu92, LL92b, Lin91, Lu97, MBNSV93, MMM93, Mul94, PI93, Par93, RF95, San93, Sas91, Sch96, Sch98, TMS97, Weg94b, WG95, YMI92, ZV95].
fundamental [HNY93].

Further [JBS90].

Fused [JP98]. FUSS [CF90]. future [HS94d].

GaAs [PLM91]. gallium [MFH91]. Galois [PFR98, PFSR99]. Gamma [TCW93]. gate [BE92, CRP+96, HM93, THL92, JBA+97].
gate-level [CRP+96]. gates [BS94].
gate-based [CRP+96].

General [CC92, FTYZ90, LL92b, Lin93b, NNH93, RCS92, THL92, vDL93].
Generalization [Vij91, XSF96].
generalizations [Kor94a]. Generalized [CL91, Dam92, OPL93, Par90, Red98, TMS96, WPZ96, BL98, BL92, BM90, CA90a, Cor94b, LW95a, LW95b, Par93, Pur91, RFKL93, SG90, Sas97, SB92b, SK92b].
generate [WP90].
generated [LIO94, RT96]. Generating [Ann97, CA90].
Generation [CK96, CT91a, Lo98, OY91, SM96b, VR94, BBP91, BAA95, BAA98, CT96a, CA91b, CCC96, DC93, KSL93, LL91a, Lo97b, MBGT91, MAH98, NK97, OVL96, ORPP93, Pha98b, PR94b, PR97b, PR99, RD96, RT93b, Sav99, SS91a, SS91b, SJ96, TS91].
generator [BK95, LS96b, WS98].
Geometrical [PK93]. geometry [Mie93].
given [Wan97]. Global [RS96, DYM94, SWW94, Wan97, WY95].

Globally [DF97, Ber96]. goal [LF96].
good [FHA94].

Gordon [Hwa97]. Gossiping [BHS93, Fra92, FY96]. gracefully [CSSP90, LS95, SN99].

grain [BOI94, RSS97]. Graph [OdSC96, BD96, BB99a, BC99, Bry91, BM96, CYH91, Fu99, KF97, KTS90, LKL97, LCT97, Mer97, PT98, PeI91, Rao93a, Sch92, SWK90, SR91, Tra96, TS97, Wil93, YLC90, YK98].

graph-based [Mer97, Rao93a]. graph-construction [Wil93].

Graph [DS96, Als92, ARS95, Bar98, BHS92, BCS94, CL90, DBD93, DT93, DZL93, GB91, GE92, G93, HL91a, HL97, HB94, KWF95, ML93, MNK90, MPS94, OSST96, PMF96, PB99a, PB99b, TA95].

GRASP [MS99].

Gray [HJ95].

GRD [MYK+99]. Greedy [BB99a]. grids [Ell91, MH90, RBG98].

Group [Bos90, CG97, LY96, MPS94, NM94].
groups [CC9+92]. Growing [SM93].

Guarantee [ACZD94]. guard [TLE97].

Guest [BC97, GL99b, KP98, MV99, Tri98].

Guibaly [Wil92a]. guide [SS91].

H. [PT92]. Haar [FC97]. HaL [SCD+95].

Half [Ros90, Fu99]. half-duplex [Fu99].

Half-hot [Ros90]. Hamming [AW93].

Handling [DL94, KCCD99, TD93]. handoff [FCL98].

Hard [VSS91, VS93, AS93, BS99, GPS95, Pol95, SLS95].

Hard-wired [VSS91, VS93]. Hardware [BKM94, EW93, Fow93, KC93b, OY91, RKS90, RPW98, SS94b, SF96b, WG94, BP94, CM92, CF90, CB95c, CP90, DJ99, DA90, FS96, FTG92, HH93, Kan96, Mil91, PR93b, PR94b, RFB97, TY92a, Tak92a, TS98, Uhl92, WZXX93, WK97, WSEZ90, XT99, YS96].

Hardware-assisted [RKS90].

Hardware-Based [WG94, CB95c].

Hardware-Oriented [OY91].

hardware-software [DJ99]. Hartley
[Ano97b, BSMC98, Soh90]. Issues [OF97a, CU93a, DH92, IS90, Rao93a, SJ95]. iteration [FL93, HL91a, MC93, MC95]. Iterations [DHL96, WF92, DMLH93, PMF96]. iterative [CA91b, Fri94, JK92, PM91, RCBB96, SW94a, WC90].


L. [CLL91]. L.0 [CCG+91]. labeling [BB92a, CS990, SY91a]. LAN [MTG93]. language [CCG+91, CMD93, ST95a].

Large [SS90b, WJR94, Zur94, ABK90, BDL+99, CL90, CPK90, Fug92, FL92, FW93, Fi97, HS93, KT92, KF92, LHPN94, LL90, LY91, MBNSV93, OS94, PK90, Sem95, SP96, TRM95, Tze92]. large-scale [ABK90, CL90, FW93, Tze92]. Latch [CBRS90]. Latch-to-latch [CBRS90].


lengths [UWZ97]. level [BB92c, BOH90, CRP+96, CL96, CCC98, CU93a, CU93b, CU94, DN98, FBL96, FRK98, GP98, GQ97, Kan93a, Kan93b, LKW97, MBNSV93, Me92, PRASA99, Pe91, RDZ95, SS94a, SS91b, Som90, VP94, Vai98, Wan94a, vdB93]. leveled [BBP+96]. levels [KSS95, Tm90, WRS95, Wu95, Wu97, YF92a]. levels-an [Wu95]. Lewis [ABC92].

LFSR [ESS98, RT96]. LFSR-generated [RT96]. library [PDB97]. lightwave [PS99]. like [GPS93, Sch92, WNPM95]. likelihoods [SK94]. limited [CDP98, EZ92, KSS95, WY95].

limited-global-information-based [WY95]. Line [DMLH93, DMLH96, HC94a, PMF96, BH98, BB99b, CT97a, DKT96, FL90c, FL92, GP96b, HL92b, Kip94, LS90b, LT95, Mu94, SY91a, SSL96, ST96, Z097].

Linear [CFV91, Gol96, Kor94b, Ber93a, CCD+92, CM96a, CT98, C093, DOR91, DD95, GK92, Har92, HRT+95, Hia92, HTCT91, LJ92, Kop95, KT91c, LK92, LR90, MRF90, MNK90, Oston96, RT96, RBG98, SW93, SM92b, SF91, ST95b, SR96, TC95, VRD92, Wan96]. Linear-Array [Kor94b]. linearization [CR97]. Linearizer [dM90]. linearly [RF99, Z095]. lines [AR94, MTP93]. link [AAL94, BM91, KT99a, LVB+93, SSS97]. linked [Han91]. links [DRT97, LY90, SY91b]. List [Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98c, Han91, SJP96].

live [MTP93]. LNS [DMS95, Lew94]. Load [CS96a, Dae91, HS94d, LK98, BHR94, BK90, CS96c, HS94e, HS93, KK92, KLL97, KM97b, NO94, SC95a]. load-distributing [CS96c]. local
[KHW94]. membership [HS98b]. memorie [TWS93]. memories

[CS99, CFV91, Mah94a, Mon91, PHS99, RH93, SMV91, Soh93, Tak92b, TWS92, VLP95, WZXX93, WSY97]. Memory

[JCSM96, KHC94, Lew94, MV99, AMS96, BGJ94b, BP93a, BP95, CGG96a, CB99, Cheh92, CS96b, CSS90, CGC95b, CL99b, DDS98, DA99, Dek98, DDV90, FL93, FS96, Fri95, GW92, HF97, Han91, Har92, HC93, HSH99, HS94b, JCMS97, Kat97, LL96b, LK97, Maz93, MTP93, MNL99, PRAS99, PD99, PG97, PBND98, RPW98, SS90a, Sav98a, SCD99, SL92, Sta93, STW92, Tem99, Tze92, Tze94, Vai96, Vin95, Wan96, WF90, WDS95, XT99, XSF96].

merging [GL91].

Mesh [Raj96, BC95, CSK90, CSS90, DDGS97, DRS91, FY96, Mat90, MD95, TP94, TN95, WH94]. mesh-bus [FY96]. mesh-connected [CSS90, Mat90, MD95, WH94]. meshes [BP94, BN91, B93a, B95, CC94, DDS99, MPKRS93, Pea96, SL97, SS96, SW97, ST96, TY99, UVM97, Y94, MM95a]. Message [TS95, ACZ94, Ber93b, SI94, WH97, WS90]. Message-optimal [TS95].

message-connection [WS90]. messages [BPR93, BBP97, HH97, Mi92, ZSR90]. MetaNet [OYY97]. metasatbility [Kle90, Ung95, VBB95].

Method [KTM94, SF96b, CA90b, C90, CB96, Dal92, DD95, HTH94, HN93, LK90, LT93, Man90, OVL96, Pur91, SIK95, SGP93, SL91b, SV97, ST96, TLE97, TSH94, Vog90, ZFP91]. Methodologies [HD98, OFW92]. methodology [GB90b, HLB94, MM95b, TLE97, YS96].

Methods [TAY91, CHH98, CPA99, FM91, HS98c, TSH95, Uht92]. Micro


[AS92b, LKK94, MFH91, WDF97]. microprocessor-based [AS92b].

microprocessors [Cor94a, Win95]. microprogrammable [TKS94].

microsequencing [PI93]. migration

[CS90c, CT97a, DL97, PI93]. Min

[Tra96, Vija91, SSA94]. Min-cut

[Tra96, Vija91]. mini [KMD97]. mini-slot [KMD97].

Minimal

[AMS96, BS93a, TB91, Bar92, DTB96, HM91, HLC91, LM92c, MBNSV93, MNKF90, OCVS98, Sar90, SL91a, WG98a].

minimize [KS96b, SL95]. Minimizing

[BL92, CL99b, WS97, UW97]. Minimum

[FL91, GC97, PM98, BDL99, J93, LMT95, NT92, SIS90, Sa91, SWK90, THL92].

Minimum-congestion [GC97]. MISR

[Sav96]. miss [BSMC98, SST92, vdBT93].

miss-path [BSMC98]. miss-rate [SST92].

mixed [ABZ96, WPZ96]. Mobile

[Ano97b, CL97, JTK97, AV97, FCL98, LL97, LS97, MS98b]. Mobility [CL97]. Möbius

[CL95]. mod [SB90]. mod- [SB90]. mode

[KIN94, PKI96, SIS90, SSA94]. Model

[JCSM96, AD97, BR93, BP93a, BB99b, CA91b, CS91, CRD93, Cor96, Egg91, Fu99, GY95a, GLR99, GYY98, JCMS97, JL96, Kle90, LW94, Mer97, MB93, OK99, PMW92, PZ99, RD96, RCS92, RFS92, SN99, SST92, SR93, SF93b, TW95a, TS99b, Wan99, WNPM95, vdBT93]. model-based

[TS99b]. modeled [LG95].

Modeling

[C94, DF91, MTP93, AKL90, BR90, CK90a, CDF93, EANPH93, HKN99, LBF92, MY95, MY94b, PMHY97, PLM91, T92, T93, TSH95, Win95, ZVN92].

modelling [DYD94]. models

[AK96, BR94, BP92a, BS92a, CWM95, FTL93, GP98, GS95, G096, GSH92, GL92, KK91b, LPP91, O190a, PS90, Pel91, Pel92, Sta93, VRK93b, VRK93a, VT94].
modification [Hwa97, ITY97, Tak98].
modified [BB92b, HWB93, RK96].

Modular
[HWB92, PB97b, SJ90, TY92a, VBH+95, BDK98, CT98, CW99a, EW93, HTPY97, Pie94, SY91b, Tak92a, Wal93, Wal97].

Module
[LVAG98, AS93, FBM93, HS96, LS90c, PK91].

modules
[CYH91, HS97, Sar90, TKS94, TS94].

moduli
[CN99].

modulo
[AM91, LM92c, Ma98, SR92].

modulo-
[LM92c].

modulus
[WJ90].

moment
[CT93a].

moment-preserving
[CT93a].

monitoring
[SS94a, UR94, Wil93].

monotonicity
[Sch96].

Montgomery
[BDK98, EW93, Kal95].

Moore
[Kno96].

most
[HW97].

moving
[Ara90, CY95, FL91].

MP
[XT99].

MPS
[BSC98].

Muller
[DTB96, ORPP93, Pha98a, Pur91, Sas97, TMS96, TMS97, VR94, WPZZ96, ZV95].

Multi
[NO94, DDGS97, KHW94, TF92].

Multi-ASCA
[NO94].

multi-megabyte
[KHW94].

multi-mesh
[DDGS97].

multi-module
[VLPA95].

multioperand
[Pie94].

multioutput
[Pie93].

Multiphase
[Bok96, LT93].

Multiple
[GM98a, JW94, KLP93, LL96a, San93, AA92, ACFH95, AE94, BSMC98, BHS97, CA90a, CS91, CU93a, CU93b, CT94a, CU94, CF94, DP99, Dam92, DDS99, Dav90, Dow92, HNY93, HRT+95, HJ92a, HS96, JS92, JL96, KPI93, KACV94, KC93a, KIN+94, KMD97, KT92, KEA96, LaF99, LS96b, LCFH95, LFH92, MM91a, MMM96, Mi93, NGB93, NM94, PKI+96, PR92, PR97b, PGK90, RTZ98, SISU90, Sas91, SM92b, SF96a, SB92a, SB97, Soh90, TCI98, TB91, TS97, VR93b, VRK93a, Ver92, Wil92b, Wil95, YB91, ZV95].

multiple-adjacency
[CT94b].

multiple-bus
[JT96, YB91].

multiple-input
[SISU90].

multiple-issue
[BSC98].

multiple-level
[CU93a, CU93b, CU94].

multiple-module
[HS96].

multiple-path
[DP99].

multiple-polynomial
[HRT+95].

multiple-sequence
[LS96b].

multiple-track
[VR93b, VRK93a].

multiple-value
[Sas91].

Multiple-valued
[GM98a, KLP93, BSMC98, HNY93, KIN+94, PKI+96, SB92a, SB97, TCI98, TB91, ZV95].

Multiple-way
[San93].

multiplexed
[YMG99].

Multiplexer
[Pek99].

Multiplexer-based
[Pek99].

Multiplication
[CV92, BDK98, Bry91, CM96b, DS94, EW93, EL90a, FB96, Fio99, ITY97, KT91c, Lin90, Ma98, TY92a, Tak92a, Tak98, TY92b, Vin95, Wal93, Wal97, ZC90].

multiplicative
[BCH93b, Has98, ITY97].

Multiplier
[Kor94b, AM91, HB92, HWB93, Hon90, KIN+94, Lim92, MJ92, Paa96, PFR98, PKI+96, SG90, SK99].

Multipliers
[Kat94, LTR96, WG94, YGI91, ATF98, GPZ99, HWB92, IV94, KS98, LTR93, Lu97, MRT97, OVL96, OI90b, Pek99, SB92, SR92, SMOR98, VSS91, VS93, WJJ95, WH98, WHB98].

Multiply
[JP98].

Multiply-Add
[JP98].

Multiplying
[Zur94].

multiprocess
[Lam97].

multiprocessing
[ENS91].
Multiprocessor [DTAL93, YLL90, ABK90, BR5+90, BD95, BB92a, BSM92a, BSM92b, BP93b, BLOS95, CPK90, DA99, FR94, JS92, JL96, JW91, KRM95, KM92b, KT99b, Lam97, LHNP94, LY91, LS95, NHA92, OI90a, QM93, RCS92, RRS95, RSD98, RCB96, RS95, Sah96, SP91, SD92, SJ93a, TLH94, TSS95, YB91, vdlS93].

multithreaded [BB90, BGJ96, CB95b, CB99, CSK90, CS90c, CS92a, DDS98, DH92, DM97b, FBL96, Fri95, GW91, GW92, HS94b, Ish95, KH97, Mah94b, MNL99, MDyF94, NT92, PRASA99, SLD95, TLH94, TSS95, YB91, vdLS93].

Multirate [LR97]. multirendezvous [SCV91].

Multiserver [BK90].

Multispectral [Tat97].

Multistage [Ber96, BAA97, BS90a, CDHK93, DBD93, DBD94, DB94, FTL93, KK90, LY90, MY9D96, MOM91, MY94a, NB93, SX9W5, SLD95, ST96, WL92].

multiserver [BK90].

multitasking [Ber96, BAA97, BS90a, CS90c, CS92a, DDS98, DH92, DM97b, FBL96, Fri95, GW91, GW92, HS94b, Ish95, KH97, Mah94b, MNL99, MDyF94, NT92, PRASA99, SLD95, TLH94, TSS95, YB91, vdLS93].

multistream [McC95]. multistreaming [McC95].


multivalued [DS94, MBNSV93].

multiversion [Leu97b]. mutation [GOH92].

mutual [HY99]. MVL [AEBVZ91].

MVMT [AEBV90].

N [CLL91, DSPN95]. natural [CMD93].

Near [MPS94, BDL99, CW94, KS96b].

near-maximal [MY94b].

nearest-neighbor [Mat90]. nearly [MY96].

Necessary [Wd9B92, Sch96, YM99].

Negation [WM96]. negative [GM98a, KKS93]. negative-binomial [KKS93]. neighbor [Mat90]. neighbors [CLC92].

Nest [LMJ93]. nested [FTYZ90, LMJ93]. nested-predicate [LM9J3]. net [GY98]. nets [CDFH93, CL94b, CGTN92, CKLY98, LG92, LW95a, LW95b, LZM90, Mer97, SV95].

Network [CK90b, HNG94, NG90, AZ98, AMS96, BHS93, BR94, BJK93, BS90a, CF95a, C1L91, C9T93a, CC96b, CS96c, CT91b, DP99, DDS99, DDGS97, DR96, FA96, FTL93, GMP94, HH93, JO93, KTS90, LY90, LPP91, LL91b, LO94a, LCT97, MvdS90, MJ91, MB93, MKY+99, OI90a, OPLP93, PS99, PWG94, P93, RD96, RDZ95, RFS92, Saa95, SY91a, SP91, San93, SBP90, SB91, SJ91, SL9D95, SRH98, SF93b, SW94b, TC98, TW95c, WH94, WNPM95, WL92, CSA94, MM95a].

network-based [SLD95]. Networks [YLL90, ASS94, AAL94, Aal93, AHT92, ANR96, Bae97, BH92, BHR94, BHBA91, BJ91, Ber96, BCG98, BF98, BPR93, BBP+96, BCL97, BAA97, BC95, BS93b, BE92, BCLA91, CF95b, CD+92, CDP98, CDHT99, CRC96, CS91, CC97a, Coh93, CDHK93, CG94, Dahl0, Dal91, DE90, DE92, DB9D93, DB9D94, DB9D, DW97, DL97, Du93, EAK98, FCL98, F9S94a, FE97, FR94, FL92, F9o99, FTL93, GDYS96, GS97, GB91, GS98, GE92, GM98b, GH91, HR95a, HHS97, HS98a, HY99, HS94a, He91, HT95, Ho92, Hou99, HSL96, HSY97, HTCT91, HW95, JL91, KH93, KS92, KT92, KM94, LS9N4, LW94, LS9N6a, LP98, LY91, LLL92, LL94, LM92b, Leu97a, LW95a, LW95b, LW95, LL97, LO97a, LS96c, LL97, LFH92, Mah94b, MS98a, MM97a, MM96, MB95, MS98b, MY96, MOM91, MS95, MY94a]. networks [MY94b, NB93, NL90, O'C95, OYR95, OSST96, PK93, PA96, PT92, Pie93, RB91, RKJ99, RSH98, RF91, RBB93, RB97, SM93, SC94, SS97, SXW95, She95a, She95b, SR91, SC94, Sut91, Z979, TCP91, TP94, TK96, TC98, V9C2, WM91, W94, Wil92b, WS91, YM91, Y955, Yan98, YM99, YW99, YF92b, YA90, YM99, dM90].

networks-architecture [GE92]. Neural [LL91b, BJ91, BP98, BJK93, CT93a, CFV91, FTL93, HH93, LPP91, MYK+99, OPLP93, PWG94, PK93, PZ93, RF91, SM93, SY91a,
STW92, WPS96, Ahn93, Als92, BNP91, BCLR97, BK90, CK94, CF94, DBD93, DP97, EAK98, Fra92, FS90, GL91, Han91, HS94c, HS96, KK92, KS96a, KEA95, KT91c, LB91b, LS94a, LS98, LS91, PM91, SS90a, SM92a, SF91, SX95, She95a, TC95, TS97, TNS99, Tua92, TS95, WL90, Wan96, WNS96, Weg94b, WT90, WH94, WI93, Yan90, ZS99.

Optimally [HSL96, SJB91, Tem99].

Optimistic [BZ92].

Optimization [TCP91, WD92, AE94, CSTO92, CVMS99, DF91, GGD96, OMB97, PHK94, PS93, PR99, SWT93, SK96, SF93b, TK96, YK98].

optimizations [CCCH93].

Optimized [LS90a, OVL96].

Optimizing [TXD98, BV99a].

optimum [Kan93b, PM91, TSH94].

options [PFP99].

optoelectronic [LO97a].

OR-parallel [NO94].

oracles [DLN95].

Order [SC90a, PD99, PB97b, Tao97, TD93].

Ordered [LV99, FC97].

ordering [AV97, BW96b, CRS98, DBJ98, FS90, Tat97].

organization [KKL90].

organized [HF97].

orientation [CYH91].

Oriented [OY91, CG99a, CS92a, LV97, VOG90, WSB90].

orthogonal [MLD93, PT98, SBP90, SBP91].

Other [OF97a].

out-of-order [TD93].

output [Dav90, EZ92, KS97, Oik92, SAS91].

outputs [Tho97].

Over-redundant [MC94, SPM97].

Overflow [Yok92].

Overflow/Underflow [Yok92].

Overflow/Underflow-Free [Yok92].

overhead [DJ99, E991, EZ92, NL91, SHH93, TSS95, Vai97].

overlapping [Wil92b].

overlaid [Ber93a].

overload [BH97].

Overturned [MJ92].

Overturned-stair [MJ92].

oxide [HM93].

P [CLL91].

Packet [YLL90, CG99, RA96, ST96, YB91].

Packet-switched [YB91].

Packet-Switching [YLL90].

packing [DLC93, YW99, ZPP91].

page [Gai90, ZC98].

pages [HW97].

paging [Dal92].

pair [Yan97].

pairwise [GP97].

paper [Pha98a].

Papers [Ano98b].

paradigm [BB97, LH96].

Parallel [BB92a, DD95, Esh91, Fio99, HA92, IP91, MBR96, MS99, MPK93, NAH98, PB99a, PK90, SS90b, SP91, SM97, SF93a, SR90, WE94, YLC90, ZR95, AD97, AC95, AM96, BHBA91, BB95, BA93, BN90, BB91, BJ94, CL92a, CC97a, CMD93, CR94b, Cor96, DS94, DE98, DB90, FT90, FL93, FRU96, FR91, FS92, FL98, GPZ99, GMP94, GE92, GP93, GL91, GLR99, Gz94, GL91, HL92a, HC93, HWB92, HWB93, HB90, HL90, HG99, HO90, IO98, KS98, Li97, LPP91, MBR95, MT98, MR97, MJ91, NO94, NR90, NO91, NL91, OL96, OM91, PA96, PW94, QA91, RF92, SP91, SN99, SP90, SKA92, SC94, SMOR, TB99a, TS99a, TH91, TY92b, WSN96, WH98, WHB98, HNR90].

parallelism [CL96, DAF94, PRASA99, SS94a].

parallelization [SM91].

Parameter [BM94].

Parameters [KA96].

Parametric [FBM93, GS95, LG92].

parity [FR97a, Jha93, JW94, LK93, NM94, NK98, TH97].

parsing [IPS91, Sr90].

Partial [Cha99, Frm97, HABA98, PL99, CA90b, FBM93, FL92, GB90b, JS92, KT96, OL96, PR93b, Rag93, RC99b, VSS99, VS93].

partial-multiple-bus [JS92].

Partial-sum [HBA98].

Partially [WL94, AS95, WPZ96].

partially-mixed-polarity [WPZ96].

particle [CRP96].

partition [FL93, KM92b].

partitionable [BB97, KM92b].

partitioned [GM98b].

Partitioning [CM99, BB99a, BCS92, BM96, HL92a, KL97, LM95, ODS96, PR98, PB99b, RFL93, San93, SS93a, SF92, STW92, TSW92, Td96, Vd91].

Pass [JP98, CHH98, WM92].

passing [SI94, WH97].

passive [CDP98, GM98b].

path [ASS94, AHT92, BSM98, BAA95, BAA98].

path-based [Hou99, THZ +99].

paths [CL92a, CT97a, LYW94, MRT97, TCW93, Yan97].

pattern [CG96b, DC93, MV95, Maj96, MBGT91, NSUR98, NK97, ORPP93, RT93b, Sav98a, SS91a].

patterns [AMS96, FFS92, GM98b, GW92, GRT96, Sav99, SW94a].

PCS [FCL98].

[NC96].

AUED [BB92d, KB96, Kat96a, LY96, YL98].

byte [Vai95].

carry-select [Kan93c].

CD [KM94].

column [SM96b].

d-UED [THL91].

detecting [WdB92].

down [STE98].

exchange [Hua90].

first-in-first-out [NT92].

hardware [Fer91].

internally [VT97].

join [LP91].

logarithm [ABCW92].

OR [BOH90].

parallel [LK98].

pipeline [WS91].

slave [GW91].

square [LM99a].

square-root [ALB98].

time [Wa97].

Underflow-Free [Yok92].

unidirectional [ABB94a].

wavefront [SS93b].

WSI [CU94, CUC97].

Per-node [TK98].

Perfect [FR94].

Performance

[CMST90, IA91, NS96, SB94, PS90, PLB93].

Performance

[AS92a, BD95, BM90, BD97, BCLA91, CS91, DDS98, Da90, DYD94, DA99, DR91, DM92, GB90a, GL92, HS94b, IS94, IS90, JL96, Kua90, LD90, Mah94b, MDyF94, MY94a, MY94b, PH93, SL90a, SJ93b, TN93, WS90, WL92, YL99, AYB97, BB97, Ber93b, BP98, BAA97, BS97, BP92b, CPRV95, CG96a, CB95c, CT96b, CFV91, CS96c, CSA94, DP99, Da91, DG91, DBAP93, DBAP94, DRT97, EAT95, FD90, FM95, GY95a, GS95, GY95b, HM95, Har92, HC93, HAM+99, HHMC91, HSH99, HS98c, HLP93, Ish95, Juh95, KKKM99, KK91b, KTS90, KLM+99, KM94, LLS91, LK93, LKL98, MM95b, Mei91, MS98b, NO94, Ng91, OI90a, OK99, PNDN99, PHY97, PG97, PV94a, PV97, RFB97, RCS92, RF91, SS95, SJ95, SJ90, SK92a, SIKS95, SGP92, SAMC99, Soh90, SVS97, SV97].

performance

[T990, TXD98, Tze93, VB96, VT94, WNP95, WNL93, ZVN92, ZCT99, dLS93].

performance-reliability [PV97].

periodic [CLL90, HS97, KST96, NC96, PM98, SC95b].

permutation

[AZ98, CF95a, CC96b, BBD94, HT95, Hua90, JO93, KKL90, LL94, LO94a, LO97a, MY96, O'C95, SXW95, She95a, She95b, ST96].

permutations [CF95b, HLS96, HTCT91].

personal [DL97].

pessimistic [KK1a].

Petri

[CL94b, CLE98, GY98, LG92, LW95a, LW95b, LZM90, SV95].

Pfair

[BL98].

phase [TA95].

Phased [LH96].

photonic [DBAP93, DBAP94].

piecewise [ZVDF96].

pinwheel [BL98, CC92].

Pipeline

[MFH91, DF91, HAM+99, LS94b, SSK+96].

Pipelined

[DP96, BB95, Cor94b, GY95a, GDYS96, GL93, HL92a, KM90, LHF93, Mc91, Mc95, NO91, OMB97, Soh90, VD92].

pipelines [EAT95, SC96].

PLA

[AE94, EL90b, HK90, SB90, SHH93].

Placement

[LS91a, Ba97, CT94b, TC99, ZB97].

placements

[ACH+97a, ACH+97b, LK93].

placing [W93].

planar [SWK90].

plane

[FL91, SW92].

PLAs [HLHC91, KF92].

PLAYTHROUGH [SGP92].

PM [SA98].

PMC [SR93].

Point [BGM+95, CV92, Has90, JP98, Lo94b, OY91, OF97a, Tan92, Yok92, Fit97, Gri98, Lio93, MLK98].

pointer [LM99b].

pointer-based [LM99b].

points [CCCR96, FL91].

polarity

[CRC96, DTB96, TMS97, WPZ96].

policies

[DYD94, DKT96, NT92, RSD+98, dG90].

policy

[GS97, HKL98, KS96a, LS94a, MLT95, SC95a, TN93, WH94].

polling
[GL92]. **polygon** [AC95, SS90a, Yan97].

**Polynomial** [Kat94, LIO94, PK91, BHS92, Fal99, HRT+95, KMM91, MP90, RT94, Sch98, SS92, VRK93b]. **polynomial-time** [RT94]. **POPS** [GM98b].

**Portable** [GLR+99, TPDB98]. **position** [BL99]. **positive** [Bal98].

**Power** [NL99, Wei94]. **power-sum** [Wei94]. **Powering** [Tak98].

**Practical** [McC95, PV90, CL99a, DH92, LKK+94, Szy97]. **precedence** [Cha99, HS97, SS94c]. **Precision** [SM90a, AB98, HH93, Lim92, SM90b, VRK93b].

**predictors** [JG99, Nai95]. **preemption** [LHS+98]. **preselected** [PL99].

**Prefetching** [JG99, CB95c, HS98c, LM99b, MS91, TS98].

**prefix** [Han91, MT98, WNS96]. **prepass** [CLM+95]. **Prescaling** [ELM94, LM92a, LM99a].

**preserving** [CT93a, DA96]. **pressure** [LVAG98]. **preventive** [GPTT98]. **primary** [HS98a, IJH92b]. **primary-backup** [HS98a].

**prime** [CJ90, LS94b, WS91]. **primitive** [WH97a]. **Primitives** [LD90]. **Principal** [SES+92]. **principles** [Szy97]. **priori** [CPV91, Krä98].

**prioritized** [GY98, JL96, MM91a, MmM96]. **Priority** [SRL90, GS97, HR95b, KSS95, LHS+98, MTG93, RCS92]. **priority-based** [MTG93].

**private** [BR94]. **Probabilistic** [NHA92, OS94, BM92a, CGTN92, LS93].

**probabilities** [AR94, FFK195, KM92a, Rob91]. **Probability** [LF96, CH90, DW90, ESS98, HR97, MI93, PGK90, RF92].

**probe** [CCCC96]. **problem** [Bar92, BC99, BBP91, BJK93, BP93a, BNG92, CC92, CT94a, CLC92, Fer91, GGD96, HV91, IJN94, JLC98, KMM91, LK91b, MS91, SM92a]. **Problems** [MV99, AS93, AC95, CCGS98, DLC93, Fri95, Fuj90, FTL93, GY95b, HL92a, Hua92, LK98, LS96c, PR95b, SF93b, SW94b, TK96, WDS+95, YK98, ZPP91].

**procedural** [Uhl91]. **procedure** [BM90, LP91, PR99].

**procedures** [CSF90, Yan90]. **process** [AA92, BNG92, KLL97, UR94]. **processes** [CMST90, NNHG93, RS95, SCV91].

**processing** [AB98, AS92b, Cor94b, DF91, Esh91, FL93, FFS92, Lim92, LKL98, Mat90, MYK+99, PM98, PK90, RB90, SP91, SC94, ST95b, SY99]. **Processor** [Leu97b, MF92, RSD+98, ABZ96, AD97, BGJ+96, BB92b, BA93, BM91, Bon90, CF90, CS99, CT92, DA99, DMS95, Dow92, DBAP93, DBAP94, FTY90, HJ92a, KT99a, KR93, LW91, LAY96, Lee92, Li97, LO97a, LBF92, MMSS96, NA90, SKA92, THA+99, VRK93a, Zar95].

**Processors** [KC93b, AK91, BSMC98, BHR94, BPR93, CLM+95, CL96, CU93b, CB95c, CUC97, CT93b, Cor96, DPO95, GL93, HLR93, KRM95, LS91a, LO94a, McC91, McC95, Mie93, MD95, NV99, RSS97, Sol93, Sto93, SC91, TK97, TD93].

**Producing** [SDK95]. **product** [FE97, KS93b, LO94a, OVL96, WMD96].

**products** [DM97a, Sas91, VSS91, VS93, WJ90].

**program** [AN90, BS97, BP96, CL94a, DAF94, HL91a, HL97, KKKM99, KOIH92, Lam97, Li97, MLK98, PG97, Wl93].

**programmability** [ZCT99].

**Programmable** [ITZ96, Hug93, JBS90, TB99b, TB91, ZWL98]. **Programming** [ST95a, BBD97, BBP91, CSTD92, DA90, SS93a]. **Programs** [We94, CT93b, FD90, HC94b, PM91, Wgl94b].

**Progressive** [WHK97, Pin99]. **prohibition** [BB99a].

**projection** [WS95]. **Prolog** [FD90].

**proofs** [NAH98, MLK98, SG90].

**propagate** [EL90a]. **Propagation** [PK94, CL92b, Par94, PLM91].

**Properties**
property [CN99, TA95]. propositional [MSS99].
Protected [GH93]. protection [FR97a].
prototyping [CCG91]. pruning [SM93].
protocols [CG97, GM91, HHMC91, Lin91, LT93, PS91, RHT95, SRL90, SVSB97, TS95, Wil92a].
protected [GHH93]. protection [FR97a].
Public [BMP97a, LG97, LCL95, PFSR99]. public-key [BMP97a, LCL95, PFSR99].
Purpose [KC93b, FTG92]. pyramid [CDHT99, Gre94].
QoS [Hou99]. quality [CKC96].
quantitative [HSHG99, WHL93]. quantizers [PWG94]. Quasi [WC99].
Quasi-universal [WC99]. queries [HBA98].
queue [TF92]. Queueing [DKL90, GL92, KT92, LP91, OL90a, dM90].
queues [Bon90, PLJ94]. Quicksort [HNR90]. quorum [Kum91]. Quotient [WF92, SPM97].
R. [Dav90, KH93]. Race [FW93, KWF95].
Race-free [FW93, KWF95]. races [Ung95].
radially [Kno96]. Radix [CR90a, CL94c, EL90b, ELM94, SPM97, ABZ97, AVBZ97, ALB98, CM90, EL90d, LM92a, LM99a, MC92, MC93, MC95, NK99, SF93a, SP95, Tak92a, Val97].
Radix-4 [AVBZ97, SP95]. RAID [BBBM95, CT96b, MY96].
RAM [CGTN92, FS94b, LS91b]. RAMs [DF90, HDS91, Nic96]. Random [KMD97, Sav89a, DF90, DP97, MV95,
Maj96, Maz93, MY96, MK90, NSUR98, NK97, Pel98, SMV91, Sav99, SFM92, SS91a].
random-access [Maz93, SMV91].
Raphson [KTM94]. rapid [YS96]. rate [FCL98, H95, PM91, SCF96, S92].
rate-adaptive [H95]. rate-optimal [PM91]. ratio [Vai97, vBT93]. Rational [G95b, KZ90, KM90]. ratios [TS92].
rays [CK95]. reactive [BB99a]. read [ACFH95, Vin95, Weg94b]. read-once [Weg94b]. read-only [Vin95]. readers [TN93].
Real [NA90, ABCW98, BH97, Ber93a, BLOS95, BS99, DKT96, GOH92, GPS95, HR95a, HL96, H98a, HLB+97, HL92b, H94c, H94d, HL97, HL93, IA91, JL91, Kan90, KL92, KM97b, NT92, Pol95, R98, SS93a, SRL90, SRSC91, SS97, SB94, SC95b, SS94c, SL955, Vui90, W955, WHL95].
Real-number [NA90]. real-time [BH97, Ber93a, BLOS95, BS99, DKT96, GOH92, GPS95, HR95a, HL96, H98a, HLB+97, HL92b, H94c, H94d, H97, IA91, JL91, Kan90, KL92, KM97b, NT92, Pol95, R98, SS93a, SRL90, SRSC91, SS97, SC95b, SS94c, SL95, WRS95].
real-time-systems [SB94]. realization [AEBV90, KEA96, L94b, She95b, WS91].
realizations [Sas97]. realized [CF95b].
Realizing [G98b, HTCT91, SB92a].
Rearrangeable [Don93, FS94a, MM97a, YF92b]. reasoning [Cyr94]. reception [CF94]. Reciprocal [DM94, Man95]. recoding [HC96, SG90].
recognition [CT92, IPS91, IY90, LVB+93, SW94b].
recognition-complete [CT92].
Reconfigurability [SS93b]. reconfigurable
[BS90a, CMS99, CU93a, CC94, HK90, KK91b, KF92, MPKRS93, PB99b, Raj96, RFS97, SCF96, SB92b, ZWL98].

Reconfiguration
[BB92b, BP93a, CF90, CU93a, CUC97, CT91b, JTY+99, KR93, KM97b, LK99, LL96b, MYK+99, RBK90, SSA94, Som90].

reconfigurations
[BB92b, BP93a, CF90, CU93a, CUC97, CT91b, JTY+99, KR93, KM97b, LK99, LL96b, MYK+99, RBK90, SSA94, Som90].

Recording
[BB92b, BP93a, CF90, CU93a, CUC97, CT91b, JTY+99, KR93, KM97b, LK99, LL96b, MYK+99, RBK90, SSA94, Som90].

Recoverable
[WF90].

Recovering
[AA92, OK96].

recovered
[FS94b].

Reduction
[SG95, CW94, LVAG98, SM92b].

Reduced
[AK91, CM92, CM94, FSS99, HDS91, MB95, MYD96, RS96, SWT93, SL91b, TLE97].

Redundancies
[PR96a].

Redundant
[Smi95, AEBV90, ABLZ97, CC92, CC96a, HTHR94, Ng91, OVL96, RS96, SWT93, SL91b, TLE97].

Reduction
[ABCC90, EL90c, HC94a, KTM+94, NK99, Par90, PK94, TAY91, ABZ96, CS99, DM96, DOF93, DH93, EANPH93, Kie90, KM90, LL92a, MC93, MC94, MC95, PB97b, SPM97, TY92a].

Reed
[DTB96, HB95, ID95, KY92, ORPP93, Par91, Sas97, SL92, TMS96, TMS97, VR94, WPZZ96, ZV95].

Referee
[Ano98c].

reproducibility
[FS96, GHH93, vdBT93].

Refinable
[Sem95].

Reflections
[BW96a].

register
[AK92, CL96, CW94, LVAG98, SM92b].

registers
[FFK95, GP96a, GK92, HRT+95].

Regular
[GO98, CZSM99, CT94a, CT98, LNS94, LW94, SA92, SP96, TC95, WH94].

Reduction
[RKJZ99].

Reliability
[BR94, CU93a, CR90, BR93, CB95a, CL94a, CU94, CDHK93, GOH92, HW95, KM97a, LBF92, MB95, MYD96, PV97, RHT95, SS93b, SWG92, TK97, Tze93, UP93, VP93, Vai96, VT94, YF92a].

Reliable
[KL97, L94b, Tze94, Wu97, LC98b, NES+92, SSDK95, Wu95].

Remainder
[HP95].

Remains
[MC93, MC95].

remapping
[NR90].

remark
[MC95].

remote
[Met91, TK98].

reduction
[COK95].

rendezvous
[GNPM90].

repair
[BP93b, CT93b, FR97b, HD991, NNH93, RS95].

repairable
[BR93, Sr99, SM96b, dG90].

repeated
[Wal97].

replacement
[vdBT93].

Replicated
[KLL97, KMM91, Leu97a, MY95, Met91, SBB98].

replication
[MN97, W90].

Reply
[KIN+96, NC97, BMP+97b, CG97, HNG94, JBS90, KGB95].

represent
[JBA97].

Representation
[KT99+94, AM93, Cyr94, Dro98, JK92, JM96, LL92b, TY92a].

Representational
[Bou90].

Representations
[Par90, PK94, Yok92, AW93, Bry91, DH93, NK99, WH99].

representing
[FS96, GHH93, vdBT93].

Residue
[AG94, PR94].

Resilience
[HNG94, NG90].

Resilient
PB99b, RSD+98, SMC91, SK92a, SL95, SC95b, SS94c, TW95a, TN93, WPS96.

schema [SK92b]. Scheme
[KTM+94, BNL93, BBM95, BJ94, CL96, CUC97, COK95, Fu99, GL92a, GP929, HL91b, HKL98, JW91, Kat96b, LMJ93, Lee92, LH92, LYS95, LK96, Lo96, Man93, PA96, PV94b, Sto93, Tse97, Tya93, UVM97, Vai97, WY95, ZI92]. schemes [AS92a, BD97, BM94, CM96b, FM95, LS93, NAB96, RW98, RCB96, SSA94, Vai98, ZB98].

Schur [Zar95]. Scientific [KL97]. scope [FR97a]. SDE [IIK+91]. search

segmentation [Dal92]. segments [LT95]. select [Kan93c, Tya93]. Selection [ELM94, ASS94, AL998, BM94, SPM97]. Selective [SV97, YY97]. Self [KSG96, SCW91, WM92, Y92, AZ98, BK95, BJ94, CF95a, CW99a, CC96b, CL94b, DGY92a, DGY92b, FTY9Z90, GP929, GP96b, HP95, HMC90, HJ92a, IN96, JO93, Jha93, KPB92, KC93a, LL94, LYS95, LT90, Lo96, LQM90, N998, OK96, Pie90, Pie96, RB91, RFK9L3, SD92, SM96b, Szy97, THL92, T997].

Self-checking
[BK95, GPZ99, GP96b, HMC90, IN96]. self-testing [Nik98, Pie90, Pie96, Tao97]. self-timed [DGY92a, DGY92b].

semantics [Bou90]. Semi [MST98, CMST90].

Semi-logarithmic [MST98]. semi-Markov [CMST90].

Semi-logarithmic [MST98]. sense [VB96, YW99]. sensitivity [BE92, CI92].

sensor [L949, Pol95]. separation
[HAB95]. sequence
[LS96b, Leu97b, RP99]. sequences [Ann97, CT91a, CW94, KTS90, OM95, PR94a, PR96a, RT96, SM96a, UZW97, WP90].

Sequencing [KS96b, HC92]. Sequential
[PW94, RT91a, Som90, CMS99, CA90b, C90, CA92, DGY92b, FW93, HRP99, KSL93, KF97, LB90, NS98, PR93a, PR94a, PR95c, PR96a, SSDK95, SW94a, Ver92, WM92]. Sequentially
[X95]. Serial
[JLLR94, HB92, IV94, SM92]. series
[Y90]. server
[BM94, DM92, SLS95, WNPM95, ZC98]. server-aided
[BM94]. Service
[CK90b, DKT96, HS98b, LW95a, LW95b, MR97, vdl93]. set
[BBP91, CR90b, HKN99, Kor94a, LL96a, Pie93, S93, WW91, Wan97, WHL95].

set-associative [HKN99, WHL95]. sets
[CR93, GRR94, H90, KTM96, KE96, Kun92, MC94, SP96, W98]. Setup
[OM91, DL97]. seven [FLT93]. SFU
[LLS91]. Shared
[DW91, BG97b, CB99, CS92a, DDS98, DY94, DA99, Dek98, GW92, HSHG99, HS94b, HS93, KH97, MNL99, PRASA99, PBN98, PL94, RP98, SS94c, T9e2, WF90].

shared-memory
[BG97b, DDS98, DA99, GW92, MNL99, PRASA99, PBN98, T9e2]. shared-nothing
[HS93]. Sharing
[KH90, BHR94, Bon90, CS96a, HS94c, HS94d, JLC98, SC95a, TLH94]. Shift
[Kor94b, CW94, GP96a, G92, HR1+95, SM92b, Tok94]. shifters [FR94]. short
[Man95, SY91b]. shortest
[AH92, WH94]. shortest-path
[WH94]. shorts
[HM93]. shuffle
[Hua90, HTCT91, MB95, RB91, Sch92].
Spectral [BC99, BOH90, Cor94b]. spectrum [Cor96, Hei91]. Speculation [CL94c]. speculative [CWM+95, KT99b].
Speculation [CL94c]. speculative [CWM+95, KT99b].
susceptibility [HC94b]. SVD [EL90c]. Svoboda [MPG98]. swap [PLJ94]. sweeping [SSL96]. switch [Wil92b, WC99]. switchable [EAT95]. switchbox [Sar90]. switched [DR96, YB91]. switches [GMP94, TF92]. Switching [CC96a, YLL90, HM91, HC94b, JO93, Jun95, Kun92, MY94b, SD96, Szy97, TRL993, Ung94, VC92, VR94, YM91]. syEC/AUED [LY96]. Symbol [Che92]. Symmetric [SS99, BHSB97, CCD92, CDFH93, Dre99, KR90b, Lin93a, MPS94, WeBM97]. symmetries [TMS96]. symmetrization [TLE97]. Symposium [Ano98b]. synchronization [CPK90, CL94b, LZ90, OS94, Pa94, RKS90, SRL90]. synchronized [WM92]. synchronizer [WC96]. synchronizers [EANPH93, Kle90]. Synchronizing [HS94a, PR96a]. Synchronous [LD90, AS92a, ACZD94, BJ91, Chi94, KS90, KEA96, Lin93b, LH96, PR93a, PR94a, PR94b, PR95c, PR96a, TW95a, WNPM95]. synchrony [BB90]. Synergistic [SL92]. Synthesis [Cha96, CRC96, CKY99, FSS99, KM95, LK97, PS91, AEBV91, BB90, BDL99, BSS94, CCC96, CA92, DJ99, KS91, Kun92, LR97, LS99a, OK94, SJB91, SZTN91, SR96]. Synthesizing [KR90a, RM91, FW93, KT91c]. Synthetic [MA94a, TV92, TWS93]. System [DJM99, SJP96, ALPS90, ABC92, AS92b, BB92e, BMP97a, BK90, Bon90, CPRV95, CL99a, CSS90, CGK93, DKL90, DIP93, DN98, FBL96, GP98, Gos97, JL96, KKA95, KMP99, KK91c, KS93b, KA96, LW91, Lew90, LS90c, LL91b, LCL95, LP91, LZ94, LC92, LS97, LC98b, OI90a, Pel91, PBND98, RCS92, RDZ95, SKK90, SN99, SK92a, Som90, TI93, TXD98, TSS95, UP93, VP94, Vog90, WH97b, vDS93]. system-an [AS92b]. system-level [BB92c, DN98, FBL96, GP98, Pel91, RDZ95]. Systematic [KH97, LHF93, MK90, BBT94, GB93, KGB95, KB93, Man90, MM95b, SW90, SW95]. Systems [Par90, PK94, SL90a, Tri98, YLL90, AS92a, AMS96, AV97, AD97, AKL90, ACC+93, ABCW98, AMB96, BBD97, BH94, BR90, BR93, BH97, BL98, BSM92a, BSM92b, BP93b, BB99b, BAA98, Bou90, BNG92, BES+96, BLOS95, CG96a, Cd93, Che92, CL94a, CU94, CS99, Chi94, CPK90, CL99b, CKLY98, DP99, DE90, DA99, DJ99, DD95, DP97, DG91, DM92, DDV90, FP98, FNS95, FR97b, FRK98, GPTT98, GH93, GE92, GSH+92, GL92, GY998, HF97, HL96, HL97+98, HY99, HK95, HL90, HJ92a, HS94d, HS96, HS97, HKB97, HBA95, IA91, JW91, KRM95, KM97a, Kat97, KK92, KS96c, KK91b, Kos94, KM92b, KS90, KEA96, KA96, KM97b, LHN94, LY91, LK96, LK98, LS95, LW95, MTP93, MST98, NHA92, NNH93, OS94, OK96, OPT92, PBB97, Par93, PS90, PLB93]. systems [Pel98, PM97, Pol95, RS94, Rai95, RK90, Rao93a, RNA93, RR95, RSD+98, RCB96, Sah96, SSH+99, SS93a, SD92, Ser99, SB94, SWG92, SC90b, SES+92, SJ93a, SP96, SI94, SL90b, TB98a, TT90, T92, TS95, UP93, VT97, VJ93, WRS95, WH93, XT99, XSF96, XH95, Yan90, YB91, YF92a, YY97, dG90]. systems-SbEC- [HF97]. Systolic [CM92, CJ90, GW98, Kor94b, MP90, Wa93, CLC92, DOP93, HB92, Hug93, ID95, JK92, KT91c, KL92, LK91b, LC90, LK90, LHL99, MRB90, OFW92, SM92a, SS93b, ST95b, WL93, Wn94a, Wei94, WS91, WD92]. systolic-array [DI95]. systolic/pipeline [WS91]. systolic/wavefront [SS93b]. t [RCS94, KB96, LY96, THL91]. t-EC [KB96, THL91]. t-EC/AUED [KB96]. t-EC/d-UED [THL91]. t-syEC [LY96]. t-syEC/AUED [LY96]. t-unidirectional [RCS94]. T. [PT92]. Table
Table-Driven [Tan92]. Tables [DM94, SS99, EAT95, Lin90, PG92, SB92a], tabular [Jun95, TLE97, TLROL93, Ung94], tag [RFS92], tagged [AN90], tagged-token [AN90], tags [WSY97, WHL95], take [TW95c], tampering [BB97], tape [HMM+90], target [FM95, Fag97, HC92, LA98, PS93]. Task [KM97a, SWG92, BL98, CS90c, CT97a, HS94d, HS97, IOP99, LLK92, SC90b, TS94, ZB98], tasks [BLOS95, BS99, DKT96, GPS95, HL92b, KB93, KS96c, KS96b, KM92b, NST96, PM98, SC95b], TBED [KY92]. TCP [BB97], TDM [LLJ97].

Temporal
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Thrashing [FL93, JLC98], Three [CWM+95, WM91, Dou93, HW97, Maz93, Sar90, SBP90, SBP91, TW95b].

Three-dimensional
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ZS99, FTG92]. time-analysis [HJ92b].
time-constrained [HHS97, ZSR90].
Time-division [QM93]. time-freeze [CR97].
Time-space [GL91].
time/hardware [Fer91].
Timed [DLW91, LD90, ACZD94, BDL+99, DGY92a, DGY92b].
timeouts [HS94c].
times [FCL98, HKC97, IOP99, KT91b, L97, vdLS93].
Timing [TS98, ASWW92, CBRS90, Mil91, Pol95, SL95].
TLB [SS95].
TMR [CS99, KS96a, KS96b, SK94].
Token [CK90b, ACZD94, AN90]. Token-Ring [CK90b].
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TRAM [RK96]. transaction [GL92, LS97].
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transcendents [LMT98]. transfers [BH92]. transform [Man95, ZV95].
transformation [LK90, Pou97].
Transformations [HC94a, ABCW98, FC97, Har92, KRC99].
transforms [CJ90, C91, CT91a, D92, LM92c, MS99, Mie93].
sentient [CRP+96, YS96].
transistor [WM92].
transition [CKL98, SM96a].
transition-tour [SM96a].
transitive [SM92a].
Translation [BBP91, Dal92, Kat97].
transmission [Kip94, KT91b, ZSR90]. transmission-line [Kip94].
transmitters [CD98].
transmitting [LS96c]. transparency [SK96].
Transparent [KM94, EZ92, Nic96].
transport [Me91].
transposition [LS96a].
traveling [BJ93].
treating [YM92].
tree [BDN96, BHR94, BS90a, BH96, CB99, CU93a, DH90, LS92, O95, RSS97, SM93, SR98, SBP90, SBP91, SY91b, SL91c, SB92b, SCW91, Tra96, TC94, Vjj91, Zhe94].
tree-match [SL91c].
tree-structured [O95, RSS97].
trees [BB92b, BOH90, FBM93, FA96, FL91, GH91,
trellises [LV99]. triangular [HL90, LLS92].

triangularization [EL90c]. triangulation [SBP90, SBP91]. tridiagonal [DD95, LZ94, SZN92]. Triangular [HL90, LLS92].

triangularization [EL90c]. triangulation [SBP90, SBP91]. tridiagonal [DD95, LZ94, SZN92]. Trigonometric [Fow93, Smi95, Kan96].

trinomials [SK99]. triple [GB93, KGB95]. triple-adjacent [GB93, KGB95].

triple [GB93, KGB95]. triple-adjacent [GB93, KGB95].

triple [GB93, KGB95]. triple-adjacent [GB93, KGB95].

triple [GB93, KGB95]. triple-adjacent [GB93, KGB95].

triple [GB93, KGB95]. triple-adjacent [GB93, KGB95].

triple [GB93, KGB95]. triple-adjacent [GB93, KGB95].
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varying [KM92b]. Vector
[AK92, DC93, BA93, CL99b, Dek98, Fri95, HL91b, Har92, HC93, PGW94, RH93, SL91b, Soh93, SY99, Yan93]. vector-reduction [SL91b]. vectoring [LA98]. vectorization [CY95]. vectors [DHK93, HRP99, Lin93b, SSDK95].

verifiable [KM95]. verification [Cor94a, LPV96, LY94, Mi91, Pa94, PBND98, Win95, YL95a]. verified [BSM97]. verifier [PD99]. verify [JBA+97]. versa [GP96b]. versatile [IJN94, SP91, SLN97].


Virtual [BP92b, We94, DR91, Hon99, KS92, WF90, WHL95]. visibility [SS90a]. vision [Sut91, TH91]. visualization [GAFN96, MS93, MS94]. VLSI [SP91, AS92a, AM91, AM93, AB98, AK91, Ah93, BOF94, BB92b, Bry91, CF95a, CJ91, CU94, CUC97, CRS98, CGTN92, CT91b, DM93, FE97, LK91a, LR97, LP90, LHO0, Nic98, NV99, NLV91, OK96, RKB90, SR98, SB90, SK92a, SCW91, SC90c, TB98a, TT90, TF92, Tua92, WP90]. VLSI-efficient [CF95a]. VLSI/ [RBK90]. VLSI/WSI [CU94, CUC97]. VOLTAN [SES+92].

Volume [Ano96a, COK95]. Vote [TK91]. voting [LYS95, TK91]. vs [AB98].


waveforms [Cyr94]. wavefront [Sto93].


well [CDFH93, LL91a]. well-defined [LL91a]. well-formed [CDFH93], while [LRG91]. WICI [PA96]. Wide [CL98a, YW99]. Wide-sense [YW99].

width [MRT97]. Wildcard [BCH95].


winner-take-all [TW95c]. wire [Gre94].

wired [LM92b, VSS91, VS93]. wireless [DRT97, Leu97a, TPDB98]. wires [BL92].

Wiring [SWWWW94, BS90b]. within [Joh93]. without [CM96b, CL92b, DM96, EL90a, EL90b, LP90, MS99, Par94]. word [ABC92, Lew90]. work [AS92b]. workflow [PDBH97].


wormhole [BC95, BD97, FRU96, KD94, LH98, LH91, SW97, Tse97, TY99, TNS99, UVM97].


write-once [BBRB98, Ga90]. writers [TN93]. writing [ST95a]. WSI [RBK90].

XOR [CRC96, ESS98].

Yield [CU93b, HK90, KKS93, KF92, NV99, Sta93, T95, WL90]. yielding [Dro98].

Zero [LG95, CMH98, GL93, MC93, MC95, PG91]. Zero-aliasing [LG95, CMH98].
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